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Technical note: Traceable and information
preserving composition of structural models in

Haskell

Nelis Boucké

Abstract

In previous work we introduced relations between structural model,
an composition operator that uses the relations between the structural
models to integrate information and an illustration in the xADL language
and several case studies.

This technical note adds a Haskell specification and a formal proof to
this previous work. The Haskell specification is executable and its func-
tions form a good basis to construct formal proofs. Using this specification,
we defined well-formedness rules and formally define information preser-
vation properties of the composition operator like traceability, consistency
and completeness. Finally, we prove two things about the Haskell specifica-
tion: (1) that the composition of two structural models, according to three
relations, leads to a consistent structural model; (2) that the composition
preserves the information from the original structural models.

1 Introduction

A structural model or view is a base view for describing software architectures1.
From our experience, managing the dependencies between structural models is
a challenging, yet crucial task for maintaining consistency of an architectural
description.
In previous work we argued for explicit support in relating and composing struc-
tural models with each other. We introduced three concrete relations between
structural models, an approach to use these relations for composition to integrate
the information for several models and an illustration in with several realistic case
studies modeled in the xADL language. A fully working prototype and spec-
ification of relations, composition and information preservation properties was
lacking.

1In this technical note we use the terms view and model interchangeably.
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This technical note adds a Haskell specification and a formal proof to this previous
work. We used Haskell because it is an executable language and its functional
nature lends itself for formal proofs. On top of this specification, we defined
well-formedness rules and formally define information preservation properties.
Concretely, we elaborate on the traceability, consistency and completeness prop-
erties of information preservation properties of composition. Finally, we prove
two things about the Haskell specification: (1) that the composition of two struc-
tural models, according to three relations, leads to a consistent structural model;
(2) that the composition preserves the information from the original structural
models.
This technical note is written with the assumption that the reader has a basic
knowledge of architectural descriptions in general, architectural description lan-
guages (ADLs) and xADL [5]. We assume the reader has a basic knowledge of
relations and composition as presented in [3], [4] and []. Finally, we assume
that the reader has a basic understanding of Haskell and that the source code of
xAdlComposition is closely at hand for inspection [2].

1.0.1 Overview.

This technical note is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the con-
cepts. Section 3 introduces the Haskell specification. Section 4 introduces traces
and proves that the result of a composition is traceable. Section 5 introduces
well-formedness rules and proves the result of a composition is well-formed. Sec-
tion 6 proves two information preservation properties, namely consistency and
completeness.

2 Background

We briefly introduce the concepts of structural model in section 2.1, the concepts
of relations and composition in 2.2.

2.1 Elements in a structural model

The architectural elements introduced in this section are based on the xAdl lan-
guage [5]. In this report, we focus on the structural models. A BNF2 with the
important concepts in this notation is shown in figure 3.
We explain the most important concepts of a structural view:

• StructuralView: A structural exists of a unique identifier and several
components and connectors, tied together with links.

2BNF stands for BackusNaur Form, a formal grammar for expressing context-free grammars.
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!StructuralView" # StructuralView {name:!Identifier"Components: !Component*"Con-
nectors: !Connector*" Links: !Link*"}
!Component" # Component {name:!Identifier" Interfaces: !Interface*" SubStructure:
!SubStructure" }
!Connector" # Connector{name:!Identifier" Interfaces: !Interface*" SubStructure:
!SubStructure" }
!SubStructure" # SubStructure { Components: !Component*" Connectors:!Connector*"
Links:!Link*" InterfaceMappings:!InterfaceMapping*" }
!Link" # Link { !FQN" !FQN" }
!Interface" # Interface {name:!Identifier" direction:!Direction" }
!InterfaceMapping" # InterfaceMapping { !FQN" !FQN" }
!Direction" # in | out | inout
!FQN" # FQN [ !Identifier*" ]

Figure 1: BNF of a structural view. The star within the brackets denotes multiple
elements.

• Components: Components are the loci of computation in the architecture.
Components have a unique identifier and a textual description, along with
a set of interfaces and an optional substructure.

• Connectors: Connectors are the loci of communication in the architecture
design. Similar to components, connectors also have a unique identifier, a
textual description, a set of interfaces and an optional substructure.

• Interfaces: Interfaces are components’ and connectors’ portals to the out-
side world. A “interface” in xADL is called “port” for components and
“roles” for connectors in other languages like ACME ADL. Interfaces have
a unique identifier, a textual description, and a direction. The direction
indicates whether the interface is provided, required, or both.

• Links: Links are connections between interfaces, defining the topology of
the architecture.

• SubStructure Both a component and connector can have a substructure.
A substructure, in turn, exists of component, connectors and links. Addi-
tionally, it defines how interfaces of the sub components and connectors are
mapped on the parent component or connector with interface mappings.

• InterfaceMapping: Interface mappings define a mapping between inter-
faces, typically used to map interfaces of parent and sub components or
connectors.

• FQN: FQN stands for fully qualified name. It is an unambiguous name that
specifies which view, component, or interface is referred to absolutely. To
fully-qualify most often means to explicitly refer to namespaces that would
otherwise be implicit because of the scope of the reference. An example
reference to the vod interface in the GUI component looks like ‘GUI.vod’.
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Figure 2: Three basic views for an architecture of a VOD system.

We use the architecture of a simplified Video on Demand (VOD) system to il-
lustrate relations and view composition. The example is taken from [4]. A VOD
system allow users to select and watch video and clip content at their demand.
The extract of the architecture we consider includes pay-per-view support, where
a user pays for the videos he or she wants to see.
In the extract of the architectural description shown here we focus on three
important concerns that influence the structure of the architecture: (1) the basic
VOD service that provides support for searching and watching videos; (2) access
controlled and pay-per-view, charges are billed to the user’s credit card; and (3)
the structure of the VOD service in several subsystems to allow easy distribution.
The deployment of these subsystems in described in a deployment view (not
shown here).
Figure 2 shows three structural views, each of them covering for one of the con-
cerns identified in the previous paragraph. The VideoOnDemand view struc-
tures the system in a GUI component, a Streamer component to handle streams,
a VideoQuery component to handle searches and requests and a VideoDB compo-
nent that manages the database of videos. We assume that each link between two
components implies some kind of connector between them, but we only specify
the a few important connectors explicitly. The VideoQueryCon connector relays
requests to the VideoQuery from the GUI. The AccessBilling view shows com-
ponents needed for control the access to the server and to bill users for their views.
It shows a ServiceCon, linked to a Billing and AccessControl component. No-
tice that the AccessBilling view can be reused for several applications, the view
does not use concepts of the VOD domain. Finally, the ServiceDistribution
view defines the Client component and two components that will contains parts
of the VoD service. The architects decided to use a dedicated StreamServer that
is optimized for fast data access to the video database and allows fast streaming
to clients. The remainder of the VOD system, e.g. searching, managing user
accounts, logging on, is encapsulated in the VoDServer component.
The extract below shows the VideoOnDemand view in more detail as a textual
description.
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StructuralView{name:VideoOnDemand
Structure{
Components:

Component{name:GUI
Interfaces :

Interface{name:vod direction : Inout}
Interface{name: stream direction : In}

SubStructure:
NoSubSpecified

}
Component{name:Streamer
Interfaces :

Interface{name:push direction :Out}
Interface{name: database direction : Inout}
Interface{name: init iate direction : In}

SubStructure:
NoSubSpecified

}
Component{name:VideoDb
Interfaces :

Interface{name: interface direction : Inout}
SubStructure:
NoSubSpecified

}
Component{name:VideoQuery
Interfaces :

Interface{name: interface direction : Inout}
Interface{name: database direction : Inout}
Interface{name: streamer direction :Out}

SubStructure:
NoSubSpecified

}
Connectors :

Connector{name:VideoQueryCon
Interfaces :

Interface{name: client direction : Inout}
Interface{name: service direction : Inout}

SubStructure:
NoSubSpecified

}
Links :

Link{VideoOnDemand.GUI.vod,VideoOnDemand.VideoQueryCon. client}
Link{VideoOnDemand.GUI.stream,VideoOnDemand.Streamer .push}
Link{VideoOnDemand.Streamer .database ,VideoOnDemand.VideoDb. interface}
Link{VideoOnDemand.Streamer . initiate ,VideoOnDemand.VideoQuery. streamer}
Link{VideoOnDemand.VideoQuery.database ,VideoOnDemand.VideoDb. interface}
Link{VideoOnDemand.VideoQuery. interface ,VideoOnDemand.VideoQueryCon. service}

}
}

2.2 Relations and composition

Next to structural views, our architectural description exists of relations and
composition in the architectural descriptions.
Currently, we have defined three relations, namely unification, refinement and
mapping.

• Unification: expresses that elements (either component or connector) that
appear in the di!erent structural views are the same element. A unification
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!AD"#AD { !View*" !Relation*" }
!View"# !StructuralView" |! Composition"

!Relation" # !Unification" |! SubStructuralView" |! SubElements"
!Unification" # Unification {name: !Identifier" elem1: !FQN" elem2: !FQN" Interface-
Unifications: !InterfaceUnification" }
!InterfaceUnification"# InterfaceUnification {!Identifier" !FQN" !FQN" }
!SubStructuralView" # NoSubSpecified | SubStructuralView { !Identifier" !FQN"
!Identifier" !InterfaceMapping*" }
!SubElements"#SubElements { !Identifier" !FQN" !FQN*" !InterfaceMapping*" }

!Composition" # Composition {!Identifier" !Identifier*" !Identifier*"}

Figure 3: BNF of architectural elements in an architectural description.

has a name, two references to the unified elements, the name of the unified
element and a set of interface unifications.

• InterfaceUnification: expresses that two interfaces are in fact the same
interface. An interface unification contains the name of the unified interface
and two references to the interfaces involved.

• SubStructuralView: expresses that a specific structural view describes
a substructure for an architectural element of another structural view. A
SubStructuralView has a name, a reference to the parent element and to the sub
view and a set of interface mappings.

• SubElements: expresses that individual elements or groups of elements
(called subjects) from one structural view are subelement of single element
of another structural view. SubElements exists of a name, a reference to
the parent element, a set of references to the subjects and a set of interface
mappings.

• Composition: A composition integrates two (or more) views and the rela-
tions among these views, resulting in an integrated view. A composition is
a special type of view. It has a name, a set of reference to the relevant views
and a set of references to the relevant relations applied in this composition.

We illustrate the unification and mapping relations and how they are used in
composition in the VOD architecture.
To start, we define a composition between the VideoOnDemand and the Ac-
cessBilling view, containing a relation that unifies the ServiceCon with the
VideoQueryCon. To make the relation specification unambiguous, we specify how
the interfaces of VideoQueryCon are mapped on ServiceCon with interfaceMap-
pings tags. When a unification is used in a view composition, the element and its
interfaces will be named using the names of the target. Next to using relations,
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Vod_AccessBilling

VideoManagment Facade

Composition{
  name:Vod_AccessBilling
  Unification{
    name:unifyServiceConVideoQueryCon
    elem1:ServiceCon
    elem2:VideoQueryCon
    interfaceMapping{
      ServiceCon.client,
      VideoQueryCon.client}
    interfaceMapping{
      ServiceCon.service,
      VideoQueryCon.service}
  }
}

vod

GUI

VideoQueryCon

AccessControl

Billing

client

service

bank

VideoQuery

interface

videoDB

...

...

......

Additional key Indicates that a part of the view connected to this 
link is left out to simplify the figure.

Relation

Figure 4: Composition specification and the resulting integrated view.

a composition specifies the name of the integrated view using the structurename
tag.
The left hand side of fig. 4 contains the composition specification using simplified
syntax, the actual specification has a xml representation. The right hand side
shows the integrated view called VoD AccessBilling.

3 The Haskell specification

We made a specification of the relations and the composition in the Haskell lan-
guage. Haskell is a standardized purely functional programming language. The
language does not use variables, instead identifiers refer to immutable, persistent
values. The motivation to use Haskell as a base language was that it is executable
(i.e. we can execute a composition) and it provided a solid base for formal proofs
about certain properties.
This section is structured as follows. Section 3.1 briefly recapitulates the con-
cepts that we use in Haskell specifications. Section 3.2 introduces the important
concepts in our specification and how this is mapped on several Haskell modules.

3.1 Basic Haskell concepts

A Haskell specification is build around the following concepts:

Data One can define types in haskell that contain data. For example, we defined
an interface as being a data element with a name (of type Identifier) and
a direction (of type Direction). Both Identifier and Direction are also data
elements.
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data Interface = Interface {
iName : : Identifier ,
iDirection : : Direction

}

Functions Haskell defines functions to manipulate the data. A function in
Haskell gets several values as input and produces a single output value.
Functions in Haskell do not have any side e!ects, a specific function name
can only be used once.

fac : : Integer # Integer
fac 0 = 1
fac n | n > 0 = n $ fac (n%1)

Type classes It is possible to define a function that can applied to multiple
types of data elements. This is done by defining a ‘type class’ and to define
the function for several instances of this type class.

Modules Modules are used to logically group data, function and type classes.
Di!erent modules are specified in di!erent files. A module can import
another module, but the dependencies must be acyclic.

3.2 The concepts in the composition specification

3.2.1 Datamodel module

This module captures the elements of an architectural description in Haskell data
elements, it contains a definition for all elements we have show in section 2.1 and
2.2. For example, we defined an interface as being a data element with a name (of
type Identifier) and a direction (of type Direction). Both Identifier and Direction
are also data elements.

data Interface = Interface {
iName : : Identifier ,
iDirection : : Direction

}

The complete specification of this module can be found in appendix A.1. The
module also contains several simple functions to manipulate the data elements
and the Identifiable type class that defines the identity and setIdentifier functions for
all data types with a name.

3.2.2 Composition module

The composition module defines functions and type classes to capture (1) well-
formedness rules; (2) composition. This module is the heart of the composition
specification.
The well-formedness rules are captured in Haskell functions. For each ele-
ment in the architectural description, we defined the function that determines
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if this element is consistent. The function consistent is defined on the type class
ArchitecturalElement and instantiated for each type of architectural element of our
ADL.

consistent : : (ArchitecturalElement a) & a # Bool

Next to the regular consistency function, we also defined a consistency function
to determine if a relation is consistent with a set of views. For example, to check
if the references in the relation refer to elements of the views. This function is
called consistentWithViews.
consistentWithViews : : (ComposableRelations r) & [ StructuralView ] # r # Bool

A composition is made by calling the compositionFunction with a composition specifi-
cation. This composition specification exists of a set of views and relations. The
views are composed together according to the relations and this results in a new
structural view and a set of traces (more about traces further on).

compositionFunction : : Composition # (StructuralView , [Trace ])

This function will resolve the concrete views and relations, and will call the compose

function on the set of relations. This compose function is defined for the type
class ComposableRelations and instantiated for all the relations we have defined before.
compose : : (ComposableRelations r) &

r # [View] # (StructuralView , [Trace ]) # (StructuralView , [Trace ])

There is one additional instance of this ComposableRelations type class we have not
talked about before. The specific relations Unification, SubElements and SubStructuralView

only process the components that are important in the context of the specific
relations. But for each composition, there are also a set of basic rules that are ap-
plied after applying the selected relations. This is captured in the DefaultSvRelations

instance.

3.2.3 Traces

For each composition, the compositionFunction returns a set of traces between the old
elements (elements of the views in the composition specification) and the new
elements (elements in the output view of the composition function). A trace
exists of two references, to an old and a new element respectively. This allows to
trace the source of every element in a composition. We assume that these traces
are always correct.

3.2.4 Environment module

We use reference in our architectural descriptions (under the form of fully qualified
names) to refer to other elements with a name. For example, a link contains a
reference to the two interfaces involved in a link. Since Haskell itself has no
concept of references or resolving references, we had to implement the resolving
of references ourselves. This is capture in the Environment module.
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The exact implementation of the environment is not important for this paper.
What one need to know is that we defined several functions for resolving elements,
shown below:
resolveInterface : : FQN # Interface
resolveCC : : FQN # CC
resolveView : : Identifier # View
resolveRelation : : Identifier # Relation
resolveable : : FQN # Bool

For the remainder of this technical note we assume that the architectural descrip-
tion contain only references that are resolvable.

4 Proof of traceability

Traceability has widely been recognized as an important aspect of software de-
velopment. IEEE [1] defines traceability as “the degree to which a relationship
can be established between two or more products of the development process,
especially products having a predecessor-successor or master-subordinate rela-
tionship; for example, the degree to which the requirements and design of a given
software component match.” The composition operator presented in this pa-
per supports traceability between the input models and the output model of a
composition.
Concretely, traceability in the Haskell specification of the composition function
is captured in the following proposition:

Proposition 4.1 (Composition function and traces) A compositionFunction with a consis-
tent composition specification csspec always leads to a valid output set of traces, that maps
the input model to the output modela.

consistent csspec
(strout , traces) = compositionFunction csspec

withtype compositionFunction : : Composition # (StructuralView , [Trace])

!
let Composition viewref = csspec

views = map resolveView viewref
in

validTraces traces '
mappen (fqn "" views) (fqn "" strout ) traces

aThe withtype tag is introduced to clarify a type, it is not a part of Haskell itself.

Proof 4.1.
The following correspondences between terminology and Haskell elements hold:
viewref corresponds to a set of references to the input models, views corresponds
to the concrete set of input models, strout corresponds to the output model. We
translate the consequent to a form we can more easily use:
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validTraces traces '
mappen (fqn "" views) (fqn "" strout) traces

"
validTraces traces '
sameList (fqn "" views) (map oldId traces) '
sameList (fqn "" strout) (map newId traces)

The composition function is defined in the following way:
compositionFunction (Composition resultingName viewref re lref )=

let
views = (map resolveView viewref)
relations = ((map resolveRelation relref )++[RD DefaultSvRelations ])
initSv = (StructuralView resultingName emptyStr)
initTraces = [Trace resultingName oldNam | oldName ( map identity views ]

in
(newStr, tout) = compose relations views ( initSv , initTraces)

The composition function relies heavily on the compose function (last line), the
other lines just prepare the data to call the compose function. The first two lines
resolve the references to the respective views and relations, and adds the default
relation (explained further on). The third and fourth line build up an empty
structural view and traces. The last line calls the compose function on the set
relations.
To prove the consequent, we use prop. 4.2, stating which traces can be expected
from a compose function on a set of relations. Before we can use this proposition,
we have to prove that its preconditions hold (as done in the first proofstep). Next,
we use prop. 4.3, stating which additional traces can be expected when using
DefaultSvRelations.
The remainder of this proof is structured as follows: (1) we proof that the pre-
condition for prop. 4.2 holds; (2) we proof that adding the DefaultSvRelations leads
to a mapping through traces between the input models and the output model.

(1): To verify if the precondition of prop. 4.2 holds, we fill in the actual values
into the precondition and reason if the statement evaluates to true.

let initSv = (StructuralView resultingName emptyStr)
initTraces = [Trace (Fqn [ resultingName]) oldNam|oldName ( map identity views ]

in
sameList (fqn "" initSv) (map newId initTraces) '
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr) '
validTraces initTraces

! (def validTraces)

let initSv = (StructuralView resultingName emptyStr)
initTraces = [Trace (Fqn [ resultingName]) oldNam|oldName ( map identity views ]

in
sameList (fqn "" initSv) (map newId initTraces) '
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr) '
all validTrace initTraces

! (def validTrace)
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let initSv = (StructuralView resultingName emptyStr)
initTraces = [Trace (Fqn [ resultingName]) oldNam|oldName ( map identity views ]

in
sameList (fqn "" initSv) (map newId initTraces) '
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr) '
all {!t #

let ( f1 , f2 ) = traceData t
in

all resolveable [ f1 , f2 ] '
validPair f1 f2

} initTraces

! (We first want to get rid of the validTraces requirements. The re-
solveable function checks of the references can be resolved. This
is an assumption, so it is trivially true. Secondly, there is a check
if the traces are a valid pair, meaning that elements traces must
be of the same type. Since all traces in initTraces are between a
structural view (type view) and a composition (also a view) this
holds.)

let initSv = (StructuralView resultingName emptyStr)
initTraces = [Trace (Fqn [ resultingName]) oldNam|oldName ( map identity views ]

in
sameList (fqn "" initSv) (map newId initTraces) '
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr)

! (def fqn + only relevant results)

let initTraces = [Trace (Fqn [ resultingName]) oldNam|oldName ( map identity views ]
in

sameList [Fqn [ resultingName ] ] (map newId initTraces) '
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr)

! (In this case map oldId tin == idsToFqn (map identity oldStr), be-
cause all old ids are selected from this set)

let initTraces = [Trace (Fqn [ resultingName]) oldNam|oldName ( map identity views ]
in

sameList [Fqn [ resultingName ] ] (map newId initTraces) '
isSubList (idsToFqn (map identity oldStr )) (fqn "" oldStr)

! (def sameList)

let initTraces = [Trace (Fqn [ resultingName]) oldNam|oldName ( map identity views ]
in

(nub [Fqn [ resultingName ] ] ) // (nub (map newId initTraces )) == [ ] '
isSubList (idsToFqn (map identity oldStr )) (fqn "" oldStr)

! (nub removes doubles from a list. As one can see, applying newId
on the initTraces set will generate a list identical elements, all
called (Fqn [resultingName]). By applying nub, we get a list
with a single element.)

[Fqn [ resultingName ] ] // [Fqn [ resultingName ] ] == [ ] '
isSubList (idsToFqn (map identity oldStr )) (fqn "" oldStr)

" (The first line evaluates trivially to true)

isSubList (idsToFqn (map identity oldStr )) (fqn "" oldStr)

! (Since oldStr is a set of views, and the fully qualified name of a
view is Fqn (identity view), it is trivial that the call of fqn will
contain the identities of oldStr.)

True
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The conclusion is that the precondition holds. As a result we know that:
sameList (fqn "" strout) (map newId tout) '
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr) '
validTraces tout

We still have to prove sameList (fqn "" oldStr) (map oldId tin). This is done in the follow-
ing step.
2 Before we can use prop. 4.3 we have to verify two things: (1) compose is called on
DefaultSvRelations, which follows trivially from the code of the compositionFunction
where this relation is added to the set of relations; (2) that the precondition
the proposition holds, this follows from the fact that DefaultSvRelations is the
last relation in the list and from the previous step. Proposition 4.3 implies the
consequent.
Depends on: prop.4.2, 4.3. !(4.1)

4.1 Compose and traces

Proposition 4.2 (Compose and traces) The following invariant is always true for the
compose functions executed (direct or indirect) from the compositionFunction. The traces are always
a representation of what can be found in the structure that is being build.

sameList (fqn "" strin ) (map newId tin ) '
isSubList (map oldId tin ) (fqn "" oldStr) '
validTraces tin

(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin ) '
withtype compose : : (ComposableRelations a) &

a # [View] # (StructuralView , [Trace]) # (StructuralView , [Trace])

!
sameList (fqn "" strout ) (map newId tout) '
isSubList (map oldId tin ) (fqn "" oldStr) '
validTraces tout

Proof 4.2. For each type of relation we prove that the implication holds (proof-
steps for a list of relations, Unification, SubStructuralView, SubElements and
DefaultSvRelations).

(Set of relations): The compose function on a list of relations is defined in
the following way:

compose l oldStr input =
foldl (!x y # compose y oldStr x) input l

The variable input is the tupple containting both the input structure and the traces.
The foldl function, applied to a binary operator, a starting value (typically the
left-identity of the operator), and a list, reduces the list using the binary operator,
from left to right. A general example from the foldl documentation goes as follows:

foldl f z [x1, x2, ) . . , xn] == ( . . . ( ( z ‘ f ‘ x1) ‘ f ‘ x2) ‘ f ‘ . . . ) ‘ f ‘ xn
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Applied to our case:
f = (!x y # compose y oldStr x)
z = input = (strin , tin) %% input structure and traces
[x1, ) . , xn] = l %% l i s t of relations

This comes down to applying compose on each element of the list, and passing
the result (both the output structure and the traces) to the next application of
compose. Through recursion, we know that each of this compose applications will
fulfill the consequent. The output of the previous compose serves as input for the
next compose, so the precondition of this compose will also be true. So we know
that the postcondition will hold for a list of relations if it holds for each type of
relation. This is proved in the next steps.

(Unification): It is given that:

sameList (fqn "" strin ) (map newId tin) '
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr) '
validTraces tin

The compose for the Unification relation adds the elementToAdd to strin to get strout. The
associated traces for strout are called tout. So we have to show that the compose
function also adds traces to all parts of elementToAdd to tout.

RU (Unification name cr1 cr2 unifiedName iUnifs ) = rel
(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin )

! (def compose + only relevant facts)

RU (Unification name cr1 cr2 unifiedName iUnifs ) = rel
(unifiedName, newInterfaces , substructure) = elementToAdd
(unified , tunified) = unifiedInterfaces fqnName iUnifs
tIntermediate = tin ++ [Trace fqnName cr1 , Trace fqnName cr2 ] ++

tunified
(nonUnified , traces) =

processRename fqnName tIntermediate resolveInterface notToUnify
tsub = (process subContext fqnName sub)
tout = traces ++ tsub

• tunified : through prop. 6.10 we know that:
mapsByTraceExclusive (dList (fqn context unified )) ( refs iUnifs ) tunified '
validTraces tunified

• tIntermediate : because validTraces tin, the two new traces are valid, and
because validTrace tunified , we know that:

validTraces tIntermediate

• traces: since processRename got a consistent input, with valid traces,
through recursion we know that:

fqnsOld = fqnOnFqns resolveInterface notToUnify
mapsByTracesExclusive fqnsOld (fqn context elems) ( traces \\ tIntermediate)
validTraces traces
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As a summary:
mapsByTraceExclusive (dList (fqn context unified )) ( refs iUnifs ) tunified '
validTraces tunified
validTraces tIntermediate
fqnsOld = fqnOnFqns resolveInterface notToUnify
mapsByTracesExclusive fqnsOld (fqn context elems) ( traces \\ tIntermediate)
validTraces traces

! (Through prop. 6.11 and what we already knew through the pre-
condition.)

sameList (fqn "" strin ) (map newId tin)
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr)
sameList (dList (fqn context unified )) (map oldId tunified)
sameList ( refs iUnifs ) (map newId tunified)
tIntermediate = tin ++ [Trace fqnName cr1 , Trace fqnName cr2 ] ++ tunified
fqnsOld = fqnOnFqns resolveInterface notToUnify
sameList fqnsOld (traces \\ tIntermediate)
sameList (fqn context elems) ( traces \\ tIntermediate)
validTraces traces

! (sameList implies isSubList)

sameList (fqn "" strin ) (map newId tin)
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr)
isSubList (map oldId tunified) ( refs iUnifs )
sameList (map newId tunified) (dList (fqn context unified ))
tIntermediate = tin ++ [Trace fqnName cr1 , Trace fqnName cr2 ] ++ tunified
fqnsOld = fqnOnFqns resolveInterface notToUnify
isSubList (map oldId (traces \\ tIntermediate)) fqnsOld
sameList (fqn context elems) (map newId (traces \\ tIntermediate))
validTraces traces

! (Taking several sameList statements together.)

fqns = (fqn "" strin ) ++ [fqnName] ++ (dList (fqn context unified )) ++
(fqn context (map resolvInterface notToTunify))

sameList fqns (map newId traces)
oldFqns = (fqn "" oldStr) ++ [ cr1 , cr2 ] ++ ( refs iUnifs ) ++ notToUnify
isSubList (map oldId traces) oldFqns
validTraces traces

We still have to show that it also holds for tsub. tsub is the result of applying
process to substructure1. Through prop. 4.4 we know that each it creates a mapping
between the fully qualified names of substructure1 in the old context (fqnContext cr1)
and the new context (fqnName).

mapsByTracesExclusive (fqn oldContext substructure1)
(fqn context substructure1) tsub

validTraces tsub

! (Through prop. 6.11)

sameList (fqn oldContext substructure1) (map oldId tsub)
sameList (fqn context ein) (map newId tsub)
validTraces tsub

! (sameList implies isSubList)

isSubList (map oldId tsub) (fqn oldContext substructure1)
sameList (fqn context ein) (map newId tsub)
validTraces tsub
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Together with the previous deduction we get:
fqns = (fqn "" strin ) ++ [fqnName] ++ (dList (fqn context unified )) ++

(fqn newContext (map resolvInterface notToTunify))
sameList fqns (map newId traces)
oldFqns = (fqn "" oldStr) ++ [ cr1 , cr2 ] ++ ( refs iUnifs ) ++ notToUnify
isSubList (map oldId traces) oldFqns
isSubList (map oldId tsub) (fqn oldContext substructure1)
sameList (fqn context ein) (map newId tsub)
validTraces tsub
validTrace traces

! (We take sameList and isSubList together and introduce tout)

fqns = (fqn "" strin ) ++ [fqnName] ++ (dList (fqn context unified )) ++
(fqn newContext (map resolvInterface notToTunify)) ++ (fqn context substructure1)

sameList fqns (map newId tout)
oldFqns = (fqn "" oldStr) ++ [ cr1 , cr2 ] ++ ( refs iUnifs ) ++ notToUnify ++

(fqn oldContext substructure1)
isSubList (map oldId tout) oldFqns
validTraces tout

! (We introduce elementToAdd)

fqns = (fqn "" strin ) ++ fqn context elementToAdd
sameList fqns (map newId tout)
oldFqns = (fqn "" oldStr) ++ [ cr1 , cr2 ] ++ ( refs iUnifs ) ++ notToUnify ++

(fqn oldContext substructure1)
isSubList (map oldId tout) oldFqns
validTraces tout

! (We know that all elements in oldFqns are part of oldStr, so
we know that isSubList oldFqns (fqn ”” oldStr). Taking the
isSubList statements together:)

fqns = (fqn "" strin ) ++ fqn context elementToAdd
sameList fqns (map newId tout)
isSubList (map oldId tout) (fqn "" oldStr)
validTraces tout

!
sameList (fqn "" strout) (map newId tout)
isSubList (map oldId tout) (fqn "" oldStr)
validTraces tout

(SubStructuralView): Similar to unification, the compose function for
SubStructuralView adds elementToAdd to strin to get strout. And the compose function adds
traces to tin to get tout.

RSV (SubStructuralView name ccElemRef strViewRef ims) = rel
(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin )
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin

! (def compose + relevant facts)

(ccName, interfaces , (SubStructure str ims)) = ccData elementToAdd
iTraces = process ccElemRef fqnName interfaces
strTraces = process ccElemRef fqnName str
tout = tin ++ [Trace fqnName ccElemRef] ++ iTraces ++ strTraces
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Notice that the set ims leaves no traces, since InterfaceMappings have no identity. From
these facts, we deduce:

sameList (fqn "" strin ) (map newId tin)
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr)
mapsByTracesExclusive (fqn (fqnContext ccElemRef) interfaces )

(fqn fqnName interfaces ) iTraces
validTraces iTraces
mapsByTracesExclusive (fqn (fqnContext ccElemRef) str )

(fqn fqnName str ) strTraces
validTraces strTraces
tout = tin ++ [Trace fqnName ccElemRef] ++ iTraces ++ strTraces

! (tin, iTraces and strTraces are valid, and the newly introduced
trace is between two CC elements, so it is also valid. So tout
must be valid.)

sameList (fqn "" strin ) (map newId tin)
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr)
mapsByTracesExclusive (fqn (fqnContext ccElemRef) interfaces )

(fqn fqnName interfaces ) iTraces
mapsByTracesExclusive (fqn (fqnContext ccElemRef) str )

(fqn fqnName str ) strTraces
tout = tin ++ [Trace fqnName ccElemRef] ++ iTraces ++ strTraces
validTraces tout

! (mapsByTracesExclusive implies sameList and isSubList)

sameList (fqn "" strin ) (map newId tin)
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr)
sameList (fqn fqnName interfaces ) (map newId iTraces)
isSubList (map oldId iTraces) (fqn (fqnContext ccElemRef) interfaces )
sameList (fqn fqnName str ) (map newId strTraces)
isSubList (map oldId strTraces) (fqn (fqnContext ccElemRef) str )
tout = tin ++ [Trace fqnName ccElemRef] ++ iTraces ++ strTraces
validTraces tout

! (intro elementToAdd)

(ccName, interfaces , (SubStructure str ims)) = ccData elementToAdd
fqns = (fqn "" strin ) ++ fqn context elementToAdd
oldFqns = (fqn "" oldStr) ++ (fqn (fqnContext ccElemRef) interfaces ) ++

(fqn (fqnContext ccElemRef) str )
sameList fqns (map newId tout)
isSubList (map oldId tout) oldFqns
validTraces tout

! (oldFqns contains a lot of doubles, since all interfaces and str
must be part of oldStr)

(ccName, interfaces , (SubStructure str ims)) = ccData elementToAdd
fqns = (fqn "" strin ) ++ fqn context elementToAdd
sameList fqns (map newId tout)
isSubList (map oldId tout) (fqn "" oldStr)
validTraces tout

! (intro strout)

sameList (fqn "" strout) (map newId tout)
isSubList (map oldId tout) (fqn "" oldStr)
validTraces tout
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(SubElems): Similar to Unification and SubStructuralView, the compose function for
SubStructuralView adds elementToAdd to strin to get strout. And the compose function adds
traces to tin to get tout.

RSE (SubElements name ccElemRef subElemsRef ims) = rel
(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin )
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin

! (def compose + relevant facts)

(ccName, interfaces , (SubStructure newStr ims)) = ccData elementToAdd
tout = tin ++ [Trace fqnName ccElemRef] ++ iTraces ++ tcc
iTraces = process ccElemRef fqnName interfaces
tcc = concat [ process (fqnContext fqnc) fqnName |

(fqnc ,cComp)((zip subElemsRef subElems) ]

Notice that tout is the same as in the previous deduction, with the exception of
tcc. We will focus on proving the statement for tcc.

newStr = Structure (ccComponents subElems) (ccConnectors subElems) links
tcc = concat [ process (fqnContext fqnc) fqnName | (fqnc ,cComp)((zip subElemsRef subElems) ]

! (This adds a trace for each element in subElems (process func-
tion). Actually, subElems are the only identifiable elements in
newStr (links have no identity), so it adds traces for each element
in newStr. Secondly, fqnc is a subset of fqn ”” oldStr.)

newStr = Structure (ccComponents subElems) (ccConnectors subElems) links
sameList (fqn fqnName newStr) (map newId tcc)
isSubList (map oldId tcc) (fqn "" oldStr)
validTraces tcc

Taking this together with the previous deductions on ccName and interfaces , this
implies the postcondition.

(DefaultSvRelations): Because this relation provides stronger guarantees, we
captured the guarantees in a separate proposition, namely prop. 4.3. Since sameList

implies isSubList as proven in prop. 6.14, this trivially implies the consequent.
Depends on: prop. 6.11, 6.14, 4.6, 4.3. !(4.2)

Proposition 4.3 (Compose and traces for DefaultSvRelations) The following in-
variant is always true for the compose functions executed (direct or indirect) from the
compositionFunction. The traces are always a representation of what can be found in the structure
that is being build.

sameList (fqn "" strin ) (map newId tin ) '
isSubList (map oldId tin ) (fqn "" oldStr) '
validTraces tin
(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin )

withtype rel : : DefaultSvRelations

!
sameList (fqn "" strout ) (map newId tout) '
sameList (fqn "" oldStr) (map oldId tin ) '
validTraces tout
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Proof 4.3.
The DefaultSvRelations adds components and connectors are not jet part of the
output model and generates the respective traces. Lets look to what we have
(the line of code producing css and tout and the start condition):

sameList (fqn "" strin ) (map newId tin)
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr)
validTraces tin
(ccs , tout) = processRename cid tin resolveCC fqns

! (Through prop. 4.6)

sameList (fqn "" strin ) (map newId tin)
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr)
fqnsOld = fqnOnFqns resolveCC fqns
mapsByTracesExclusive fqnsOld (fqn cid ccs) (tout \\ tin)
validTraces tout

! (mapsByTracesExclusive implies sameList and subList)

sameList (fqn "" strin ) (map newId tin)
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr)
fqnsOld = fqnOnFqns resolveCC fqns
sameList (fqn cid ccs) (map newId (tout \\ tin ))
isSubList (map oldId (tout \\ tin )) fqnsOld
validTraces tout

! (We know that fqnsOld must be a sublist of fqn ”” oldStr
(through consistenty), so:)

sameList (fqn "" strin ) (map newId tin)
isSubList (map oldId tin) (fqn "" oldStr)
sameList (fqn cid ccs) (map newId (tout \\ tin ))
isSubList (map oldId (tout \\ tin )) (fqn "" oldStr)
validTraces tout

! (Taking sameList and isSubList together)

sameList (fqn "" strout) (map newId tout)
sameList (fqn "" oldStr) (map oldId tout)
validTraces tout

Depends on: prop. 4.6. !(4.3)
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4.2 Process functions and traces

Proposition 4.4 (Function process and traces) This proposition states that for each
input element ein (type ArchitecturalElement), an old context and a new context (both type
FQN), the process generates a mapping from the fully qualified names of ein with the old
context to ein with the new context. This mapping is a bijection, and because the function
fqn is recursive, this mapping is recursively generated for all sub elements of the involved
elements.

traces = process oldContext newContext ein
withtype process : : ArchitecturalElement a & FQN # FQN # a # [Trace]

!
mapsByTracesExclusive (fqn oldContext ein) (fqn newContext ein) traces '
validTraces traces

Proof 4.4. The implementation of this function depends on processNewName.
process oldContext newContext ein = processNewName oldContext newContext ein ein

! (From prop. 4.5 we know that the following holds (both e1 and
e2 are equal to ein):)

mapsByTracesExclusive (fqn oldContext ein) (fqn newContext ein) traces

! (Since we know that e1 == e2, we also know that the traces
between the elements will be valid)

mapsByTracesExclusive (fqn oldContext ein) (fqn newContext ein) traces '
validTraces traces

The mapsByTracesExclusive on the same element with a di!erent context implies a
bijection. This can be deduced from the definition of this function, because it
enumerates the elements at the left and right, and checks if there is a traces that
maps these elements. Depends on: prop. 4.5. !(4.4)

Proposition 4.5 (Function processNewName and traces) This proposition states
that for each old element eold and new element enew (both type ArchitecturalElement), with old
context and a new context (both type FQN), the process generates a mapping from the fully
qualified names of eold with the old context to enew with the new context. This mapping is a
bijection, and because the function fqn is recursive, this mapping is recursively generated for
all sub elements of the involved elements.

traces = processNewName oldContext newContext eold enew
length (fqn oldContext eold) == length (fqn newContext enew)
consistent eold ' consistent enew

withtype processNewName : : (ArchitecturalElement a, ArchitecturalElement b) &
FQN # FQN # a # b # [Trace]

!
mapsByTracesExclusive (fqn oldContext eold) (fqn newContext enew) traces
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Proof 4.5. We first manipulate the consequent to get it into a form we can more
easily use:

mapsByTracesExclusive (fqn oldContext eold) (fqn newContext enew) traces

" (def mapsByTracesExclusive + intro lold lnew)

let lold = (fqn oldContext eold)
lnew = (fqn newContext enew)

in
mapsByTrace lold lnew traces '
and [ old ’elem’ lold ' new ’elem’ lnew | Trace old new (traces ]

" (def mapsByTrace)

let lold = (fqn oldContext eold)
lnew = (fqn newContext enew)

in
(length lnew == length lold ) '
and [Trace e1 e2 ‘elem‘ traces | (e1 , e2) ( zip lnew lold ] '
and [ old ’elem’ lold ' new ’elem’ lnew | Trace old new (traces ]

As a summary: (1) we have to prove that the lists lold and lnew are equal of length;
(2) that for each element on a specific index, there as a corresponding element
on the same index in the other list that is captured in a trace element (lines 4-5);
(3) that each trace is between lold and lnew (last line).
We know that lold and lnew will be equal of length, because of the precondition.
Lets look to the definition of the process function:

processNewName oldContext newContext eold enew =
let oldNames = fqn oldContext eold

newNames = fqn newContext enew
in

[Trace a b | (a ,b) ((zip newNames oldNames) ]

Lines 2-3 make the respective lists of fqns, and are equivalent to lold and lnew

respectively. The last line produces the traces for each pair of an element in lold

and lnew respectively. It is trivial to see that for each element in lold on a specific
index, there will be a corresponding element on the same index in lnew that is
captured in a Trace, and each trace in the set of traces will be between lold and
lnew. This also implies a bijection. !(4.5)
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Proposition 4.6 (Function processRename) This proposition states that for each input
fully qualified name in the consistent set fqns, for a consistent context, a consistent set of
traces tin, and a function func, the processRename function will generate a consistent set of elems

with a unique name, that maps by traces on fqns. This mapping is a bijection, and works
recursively on the (sub) elements of fqns.
Additionally, the processRename function makes sure that there are no name clashes with previ-
ously processed elements (that are already in tin) by renaming elements. This consequence
is captured in the last line, i.e. elements of the set elems don’t have a fully qualified name
that is part of the input traces (tin).

(elems, tout) = processRename context tin func fqns
consistent context ' consistent fqns ' consistent (map func fqns) '
validTraces tin

withtype processRename : : (ArchitecturalElement a, Identif iable a) &
FQN # [Trace] # (FQN # a) # [FQN] # ([a ] , [Trace])

!
let fqnsOld = fqnOnFqns func fqns
in

consistent elems '
uniqueNames elems '
not (containsNewS (fqn newContext elems) tin ) '
mapsByTracesExclusive fqnsOld (fqn newContext elems) ( tout \\ tin ) '
validTraces tout

Proof 4.6. We will prove this proposition in three steps: (1) consistency of elems;
(2) uniqueness of the names of elements and the the prevention of name clashes
(lines 2-3); (3) the mapping through traces.

(1): Proving consistency is not so di"cult. The proposition requires that
the input elements are consistent (consistent fqn and consistent (map func fqns)). The
processRename function is recursive, but each time newElem is an application of
setIdentifier function on oldElem.

! (Extract from code on pag. 82)

newElem = setIdentifier oldElem (makeUnique context (fqnName fqn) 0 tin)

" (For understandability we introduce two intermediate variables)

oldId = (fqnName fqn)
newId = (makeUnique context oldId 0 tin)
newElem = setIdentifier oldElem newId

The setIdentifier function only changes the identifier, so as long as long as the
input identifier is consistent, we know that newElem will be consistent. The iden-
tifier given here is newId, coming from an application of the makeUnique function.
Prop. 6.13 states that the this function will always produce a consistent identifier
as long as it gets a consistent context and identifier as input. The input identifier
is oldId, coming from fqnName function. This function selects the identity from a
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fqn. We know that the set of fqns is consistent from the antecedent. So we can
conclude that oldId is consistent, that newId is consistent (through prop. 6.13), and
finally that newElem is consistent.

(2): In the previous step we have seen that the processRename function uses the
makeUnique function to rename elements (the code of this function can be found
on pag.82). This function checks if a component with the same name is already
processed, and if so, changes the name by trailing it with a counter. Addition-
ally, each element processes by the processRename function is immediately added to
the traces and taken into account for recursive call to process and rename the
remainder of the elements. This ensures that the name is unique, both unique for
the output list elems, and to all previously processed elements recorded in traces.

(3): For the remainder, we have to prove an exclusive mapping between the
input and the output elements through traces. This mapping is a bijection..
We have to prove that all the fully qualified names of the output elements (lnew)
map onto the fqns input set through traces tout, and that the function has not
added any other trace element (represented by list di!erence tout \\ tin and the
‘exclusive’ version of the mapsByTrace function). We also have to prove that this
mapping is bijective and recursive. And we have to prove that all traces are valid.

let fqnsOld = fqnOnFqns resolveInterface notToUnify
in

mapsByTracesExclusive fqnsOld (fqn newContext elems) (tout \\ tin) '
validTraces tout

" (def masByTraceExclusive)

let fqnsOld = fqnOnFqns resolveInterface notToUnify
lold = fqnsOld
lnew = (fqn newContext elems)

in
mapsByTrace lold lnew traces '
and [ old ’elem’ lold ' new ’elem’ lnew | Trace old new (traces ] '
validTraces tout

" (def mapsByTrace)

let lold = fqnOnFqns resolveInterface notToUnify
lnew = (fqn newContext enew)

in
(length lnew == length lold ) '
and [Trace e1 e2 ‘elem‘ traces | (e1 , e2) ( zip lnew lold ] '
and [ old ’elem’ lold ' new ’elem’ lnew | Trace old new (traces ] '
validTraces tout

We still have to prove that (1) the length of both lold and lnew is the same; (2)
that
There are two cases: either processRename is called with an empty set (for which the
output statement is trivially true), or processRename is called with a non-empty set.
We prove the second case by recursion, starting from an extract of the processRename

function:
validTraces tin
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oldElem = func fqn
newElem = setIdentifier oldElem (makeUnique context (fqnName fqn) 0 tin)
nTraces = processNewName (fqnContext fqn) context oldElem newElem
(elemsRest , alltraces ) = processRename context ( tin++nTraces) func xs

! (Before we can use prop. 4.5, we have to show that both ele-
ments will produce an fqn list of similar length. Because both
elements are the same element with a di!erent name, we know
that this is true. For the same reason, we can also conclude that
the traces of processNewName will be valid. The application of
processNewName ensures that this function produces a bijective
result and works recursively.)

validTraces tin
mapsByTracesExclusive (fqn (fqnContext fqn) oldElem) (fqn context newElem) nTraces
validTraces nTraces
(elemsRest , alltraces ) = processRename context ( tin++nTraces) func xs

! (By recursion on processRename (the preconditions hold))

validTraces tin
mapsByTracesExclusive (fqn (fqnContext fqn) oldElem) (fqn context newElem) nTraces
validTraces nTraces
fqnsOld = map (!x # (fqn (fqnContext x) (func x))) xs
mapsByTracesExclusive fqnsOld (fqn newContext elems) ( alltraces \\ ( tin++nTraces))
validTraces allTraces

! (It is given that oldElem = func fqn, so we know that:)

mapsByTracesExclusive (fqn (fqnContext fqn) (func fqn)) (fqn context newElem) nTraces
validTrace nTraces
fqnsOld = map (!x # (fqn (fqnContext x) (func x))) xs
mapsByTracesExclusive fqnsOld (fqn newContext elemsRest) ( alltraces \\ ( tin++nTraces))
validTraces allTraces

! (It is given that fqns = fqn:xs, elems = newElem:elemsRest and
tout = alltraces. So we can take the two mapsByTracesExclu-
sive together)

fqnsOld = map (!x # (fqn (fqnContext x) (func x))) fqns
mapsByTracesExclusive fqnsOld (fqn newContext elems) (tout \\ tin)
validTraces tout

The mapsByTracesExclusive on the same element with a di!erent context implies a
bijection. This can be deduced from the definition of this function, because it
enumerates the elements at the left and right, and checks if there is a traces that
maps these elements. This is what we needed to prove.
Depends on: prop. 6.13, 4.5. !(4.6)
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5 Proof of well-formedness composition

The well-formedness rules for structural models and their relations are captured
in a concrete consistency function specified for each architectural element (as
explained in section 3.2). We use the terms well-formed and consistent inter-
changeably. The rules exclude invalid, redundant and meaningless elements. In
this section we will prove that a well-formed composition specification of several
well-formed structural views leads to a (new) well-formed structural view. This
leads to a proposition of the form:

Proposition 5.1 (Consistency of compositionFunction) A composition specification
with consistent structural views with a di!erent identity and relations over these structural
views leads to a (new) consistent structural view.

(strout , traces) = compositionFunction csspec

vw:
consistent csspec

withtype :
compositionFunction : : Composition # (StructuralView , [Trace])

!
consistent strout

Proof 5.1. We start by replacing the compositionFunction with its definition.
(strout , traces) = compositionFunction csspec

! (def compositionFunction + internals csspec)

csspec = (Composition rName viewRef relRef)
views = (map resolveView viewref)
rels = ((map resolveRelation relref )++[RD DefaultSvRelations ])
initSv = (StructuralView resultingName emptyStr)
initTraces = [Trace (Fqn [ resultingName]) (Fqn [oldName]) | oldName ( map identity views ]
(strout , tout) = (compose rels views ( initSv , initTraces ))

Internally, the compositionFunction deassembles the composition specification (csspec)
and calls a compose on the set of relations. The parameters of the compose functions
are the resolved relations ( rels) and views (views), and an empty structural (initSv)
view with an initial set of traces ( initTraces).
The function compose is defined on each type in the typeset ComposableRelations. Propo-
sition 5.7. covers all types. The proof for each of the types is done in di!erent
proposition:

• Proven in prop. 5.2 for Unification.

• Proven in prop. 5.3 for SubStructuralView.

• Proven in prop. 5.4 for SubElements.
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• Proven in prop. 5.5 for DefaultSvRelations.

• Finally, proven for a set of relation in prop. 5.6.

Depends on: prop. 5.2,5.3,5.4,5.5,5.6,5.7. !(5.1)

Proposition 5.2 (Consistent compose for Unification) A composition with consis-
tent input with a single relation produces a consistent structural view.

(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin )
isUnification rel
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin

withtype compose : : (ComposableRelations a) &
a # [View] # (StructuralView , [Trace]) # (StructuralView , [Trace])

!
consistent strout

Proof 5.2. It is given that the input structure, strin, is consistent. After looking to
the code on pag. 78, we can see that we have to prove two things:

A. That elementToAdd is consistent.

B. That, if we add elementToAdd to strin to get strout, it will still be consistent.

During the complete proof, we will assume that:
RU (Unification name cr1 cr2 unifiedName iUnifs ) = rel
(ccName interfaces substructure) = ccData elementToAdd

A. Consistency of elementToAdd

We start with the proof that elementToAdd is consistent. Since elementToAdd is from
the type CC, we have to prove consistency of a CC element.

consistent elementToAdd

" (internals elementToAdd and def consistency)

Codeblock 1
1consistent ccName '
2consistent interfaces ' uniqueNames interfaces '
3consistent substructure '
4i f (isNoSubSpecified substructure) then True
5else correctInterfaceMappings interfaces substructure

To make the proof more understandable we will prove this in three steps: (A.1.)
consistency of ccName; (A.2.) Consistency and uniqueness of interfaces , line 4 of
codeblock 3; (A.3.) Everything on substructure, line 5-7 of codeblock 3.

(A.1.): We have to prove that ccName is consistent. Lets look to the facts in the
antecedent and check wether this holds.
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(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin )
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin

! (def compose + only relevant facts)

consistentWithViews oldStr rel
ccName = unifiedName

! (def consistentWithViews + only relevant facts + substitute uni-
fiedName by ccName)

consistent rel

! (A consistent relation implies name /= ””)

ccName *= ""

" (def consistency on an Identifier)

consistent ccName

This is what we needed to prove for A.1.

(A.2): In the second step of A. we prove that the interfaces are consistent
and that each of them has a unique name. The composition function handles
interfaces that are unified in a di!erent way then interfaces that are not unified.
To make the prove more understandable we first isolate these two cases in the
consequent:

consistent interfaces ' uniqueNames interfaces

" (By definition consistent list = all (consistent) list and
consistentId c list = all (consistent c) list. This implies that
if the two sublists of interfaces are consistent and have a
consistent id, interfaces will be consistent and have a consistent
id.)

let interfaces = unified++nonUnified
in

consistent unified '
consistent nonUnified '
uniqueNames interfaces

Lets see how the interfaces is defined in the compose function (extract from compose

for Unification on pag. 78):

(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin)
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin

! (def compose)

Codeblock 2
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c1 = resolveCC cr1
c2 = resolveCC cr2
(name1, interfaces1 , subStructure1) = ccData c1
(name2, interfaces2 , subStructure2) = ccData c2
fqnName = (constructBFqn strin unifiedName)
(unified , tunified) = unfiedInterfaces fqnName iUnifs
traces = tin ++ [Trace fqnName cr1 , Trace fqnName cr2 ] ++

tunified
notToUnify = nonUnifiedInterfacesFrom [ cr1 , cr2 ] iUnifs
(nonUnified , tIntermediate) =

processRename fqnName traces resolveInterface notToUnify
interfaces = unified ++ nonUnified

For the remainder of the prove, we will leave out the first five facts and assume
them to be given.

(A.1.1): We first prove that unified interfaces are consistent. We start from
an extract of codeblock 2 and the statement given by the antecedent of the
proposition, namely that the relation is consistent with the given views.

(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin )
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin

! (def compose + only relevant)

consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin
fqnName = (constructBFqn strin unifiedName)
(unified , tunified) = unfiedInterfaces fqnName iUnifs

We want to use prop. 6.10. Before we can use this proposition, we have to prove
its antecedents.

! (def consistentWithViews)

consistent rel
consistent strin
fqnName = (constructBFqn strin unifiedName)
(unified , tunified) = unfiedInterfaces fqnName iUnifs

! (def consistent)

consistent iUnifs ' consistent unifiedName
consistent strin
fqnName = (constructBFqn strin unifiedName)
(unified , tunified) = unfiedInterfaces fqnName iUnifs

! (def consistent on a FQN)

consistent iUnifs ' consistent unifiedName
consistent fqnName
fqnName = (constructBFqn strin unifiedName)
(unified , tunified) = unfiedInterfaces fqnName iUnifs

! (prop. 6.10)

consistent unified
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We can prove that the unified interfaces are unique using the following deduction:

consistentWithViews oldStr rel

! (def consistentWithViews + relevant facts)

consistent rel

! (def consistent + relevant facts)

unique (map iuNewName iUnifs )

! (Since the name of the unified interfaces depends on the iuNew-
Name, the name of the unified interfaces must be unique)

uniqueNames unified

Next, we prove the consistency of the nonUnified interfaces. They are constructed
with processRename. So we know the following facts:

consistent strin
fqnName = (constructBFqn strin unifiedName)
tIntermediate = tin ++ [Trace fqnName cr1 , Trace fqnName cr2 ] ++

tunified
notToUnify = nonUnifiedInterfacesFrom [ cr1 , cr2 ] iUnifs
(nonUnified , traces) =

processRename fqnName tIntermediate resolveInterface notToUnify

The function nonUnifiedInterfacesFrom selects the interfaces (unchanged!) that are
not unified. The function processRename processes these interfaces. From the
processRename function we know through proposition 4.6 that it produces consis-
tent interfaces with a unique name (also not overlapping with previously pro-
cesses interfaces in traces) as long as fqnName and notToUnify are consistent. (1) The
consistency of fqnName depends on prop. 6.15. We know that the input values
for the function constructBFqn are consistent from the antecedent (consistent strin and
consistentWithViews views rel are su"cient to show this). (2) The consistency of notToUnify

is given by consistentWithViews views rel implying consistent rel implying consistent [cr1,cr2],
implying that all interfaces of these two are consistent. We conclude:

!

let interfaces = unified++nonUnified
in

consistent unified '
consistent nonUnified '
uniqueNames interfaces

(A.3.): In the third step of A we proof of the consistency with respect to
subStructure, line 3-5 of codeblock 3, namely:
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consistent substructure '
i f (isNoSubSpecified substructure) then True

else correctInterfaceMappings interfaces substructure

If there is no substructure the proof is trivial. Lets check what happens with sub-
Structure in the other case in the compose function. We know that substructure
is the result of applying the translateRef function on sub, and that sub is either the
substructure of cr1 or cr2:

(name1, interfaces1 , subStructure1) = ccData c1
(name2, interfaces2 , subStructure2) = ccData c2
(sub,subContext) = i f noSubSpecified subStructure1 then (subStructure2 , cr2)

else if noSubSpecified subStructure2 then (subStructure1 , cr1)
else if subStructure1 == subStructure2 then (subStructure1 , cr1)

else (NoSubSpecified ,emptyFqn)
tout = traces ++ tsub
substructure = translateRef tout sub

For simplicity, we will assume that sub is substructure1 (the proof for the other cases
is similar and not show here).
The function translateRef uses the traces to translate the old references to new
references. So this function can only work correctly if the elements referred by
the old references are already part of traces. With the consistency requirements
in the antecedent we can deduce consistent rel implies consistent c1 implies that the old
interface mappings where consistent, so all references must be either to interfaces
of c1, or to interfaces in substructure1 (a similar reasoning is true for substructure2, we
will not repeat the reasoning here). We still need to show that all interfaces of
interfaces1 and substructure1 are part of traces.
Firstly, we proof that interfaces1 maps onto interfaces through traces.

(unified , tunified) = unifiedInterfaces fqnName iUnifs
tIntermediate = tin ++ [Trace fqnName cr1 , Trace fqnName cr2 ]

tunified
notToUnify = nonUnifiedInterfacesFrom [ cr1 , cr2 ] iUnifs
(nonUnified , traces) =

processRename fqnName tIntermediate resolveInterface notToUnify

For the interfaces there are two cases: the unified and non-unified interfaces.
The unified interfaces are handled by the unifiedInterfaces function that provides its
traces as a set called tunified . The unified interfaces may include interfaces of the
interfaces1 set. Proposition 6.10 proves that all unified interfaces are e!ectively
part of traces.
The non-unified interfaces are handled by the processRename function that provides
as output the set of input traces and a trace for each element processed by the
function. The input elements for the processRename function are all interfaces
that are not unified (in the set notToUnify). It is given by prop. 4.6 that the traces
will be complete. As a conclusion: interfaces1 maps on interfaces through traces.
Secondly, we proof that substructure1 maps onto sub through traces.

tsub = (process subContext fqnName sub)

We know that sub equals to substructure1, so in the respective traces between
them only the context will be di!erent. From prop. 4.4 we know that tsub will
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contain the traces between the elements of subs in the old and new context. As
a conclusion: substructure1 maps on substructure through traces.
Since translateRef uses the traces for translation, and since we know that the traces
contains the correct translations of interfaces, we know that the result will be
consistent and contain correct interface mappings.

B. Consistency of strout

In A. we have proven that elementToAdd is consistent. In this part we will prove
that if we add elementToAdd to strin , it will result in a consistent strout. To prove the
consistency of a structural view, we have to show that:

consistent strout

" (internals strout)

let strout = (StructuralView name structure)
in

consistent name '
consistent structure

" (internals structure + def consistent structure)

1let strout = (StructuralView name structure)
2structure = (Structure components connectors links )
3componentInterfaces = allInterfaces components
4connectorInterfaces = allInterfaces connectors
5in
6consistent name '
7(consistent components ' consistent connectors) '
8(uniqueNames components ' uniqueNames connectors) '
9(consistent links ) ' (uniqueNames links ) '
10(all (correctInterfaceInLinks
11(componentInterfaces++connectorInterfaces )) links ) '
12(all (connectorBetweenComponents (connectorInterfaces)
13(componentInterfaces)) links )

We know that strin is consistent.

• Line 6: the name of strout is coming form strin , so it is consistent.

• Line 7: the elements from strin are consistent, and we have proven that
elementToAdd is consistent (either component or connector). As a result we
know that both the components and connectors are consistent.

• Line 8: From the statement consistentWithViews strin rel we know that the name
of a unified element can not be a name of an existing component (i.e. a
component that is not one of the components unified). The only possible
name clashes are: (1) that another unified element gets the same name,
which is not possible (required by consistency of a Unification); (2) there is
another relation also processing the same element. This is not possible
because of the consistency requirement on a set of relations, requiring that
there is no overlap between the elements referred by several relations.
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• Lines 9-13: finally, by adding a component or connector, the links itself did
not change, so they must still be consistent. So we know that the next six
lines hold.

Depends on: prop. 6.10, 4.6, 6.15.. !(5.2)

Proposition 5.3 (Consistent compose for SubStructuralView) A composition with
consistent input with a single relation produces a consistent structural view.

(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin )
isSubView rel
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin

withtype compose : : (ComposableRelations a) &
a # [View] # (StructuralView , [Trace]) # (StructuralView , [Trace])

!
consistent strout

Proof 5.3. After looking to the code on pag. 79, we see that the structure of the
proof is very similar to the proof for unification:

A. That elementToAdd is consistent.

B. That, if we add elementToAdd to strin to get strout, it will still be consistent.

A. Consistency of elementToAdd

consistent elementToAdd

" (Internals of elementToAdd, and consistency)

Codeblock 3
let (ccName interfaces substructure) = ccData elementToAdd
in

consistent ccName '
consistent interfaces ' uniqueNames interfaces '
consistent substructure '
i f (isNoSubSpecified substructure) then True
else correctInterfaceMappings interfaces substructure

To simplify the reasoning we prove this in several steps: (A.1) consistency of
ccName and consistency and uniqueness of interfaces ; (A.2) consistency of subStructure

and correctness of the InterfaceMappings inside this substructure. Through the whole
proof we assume:

RSV (SubStructuralView name ccElemRef strViewRef ims) = rel

(A.1.): We have to prove that ccName is consistent. Consistency of a Identifier
means that it is not the empty string. Lets look to the antecedent and check
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wether this holds.

(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin )
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin

! (def compose + relevant facts)

ccElem = resolveCC ccElemRef
(ccName, interfaces , ) = ccData ccElem
(ccName interfaces substructure) = ccData elementToAdd
consistentWithViews oldStr rel

! (consistentWithViews oldStr rel implies consistent rel implies
consistent ccElem.)

ccElem = resolveCC ccElemRef
(ccName, interfaces , ) = ccData ccElem
(ccName interfaces substructure) = ccData elementToAdd
consistent ccElem

! (By definition of the consistency function, consistent ccElem im-
plies:)

consistent ccName '
consistent interfaces ' uniqueNames interfaces

(A.2): In the second step of A we proof of the consistency with respect to
subStructure, line 3-5 of codeblock 3, namely:

consistent substructure '
i f (isNoSubSpecified substructure) then True

else correctInterfaceMappings interfaces substructure

We start from what we have:

(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin )
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin

! (def compose + relevant facts)

strView = toStructuralView (resolveView strViewRef)
StructuralView str = strView
newIms = translateRef tout ims
newStr = translateRef tout str
substructure = (SubStructure newStr newIms)
consistentWithViews oldStr rel

! (By definition, consistentWithViews oldStr rel implies
consistent rel implies consistent strView implies consistent str.
Also, consistentWithViews oldStr rel implies consistent rel
implies consistent ims.)

strView = toStructuralView (resolveView strViewRef)
StructuralView str = strView
newIms = translateRef tout ims
newStr = translateRef tout str
substructure = (SubStructure newStr newIms)
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent str
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A interface mapping is consistent as long as its references are consistent and the
interfaces have the same direction. The translateRef function uses the traces tout
for the translation. Through requirement that the traces are valid, we know that
the resulting interface mapping will be consistent.
Proving that the interface mappings (newIms) are correct is harder. We start from
the observation that the translateRef function works on ims to get newIMS:

Codeblock 4
(ccName, interfaces , ) = ccData ccElem
iTraces = process ccElemRef fqnName interfaces
strTraces = process ccElemRef fqnName str
tout = tin ++ [Trace fqnName ccElemRef] ++ iTraces ++ strTraces
newIms = translateRef tout ims

The translateRef function will only work if all elements referred by an FQN are
already part of traces. The interface mappings ims are between the interfaces

and some interfaces in str. Since the new interfaces and str are the same for
elementToAdd, we only have to show that there are traces between respectively
interfaces and structure, in the old and the new context. The set iTraces contains
the traces between the old and the new context for interfaces, the set strTraces

contains them for the str. Both rely on the process function, from which we
know through prop. 4.4 that it works correctly.

Now we can use the function translateRef, that makes sure each reference in ims

(that thus points to interfaces or str) is translated to an up to date reference. Since
interfaces and str are consistent, and all mappings from the old elements to the new
interfaces are part of traces, the interface mappings must be correct.
The structure newStr is also an application of the translateRef function, but on a str.
The references in can only be internal links in substructures of an element in str.
We have already show that all elements in str are currently mapped into traces,
so we know that newStr will be consistent and contain the correct internal links.

strView = toStructuralView (resolveView strViewRef)
StructuralView str = strView
newIms = translateRef tout ims
newStr = translateRef tout str
substructure = (SubStructure newStr newIms)
consistent substructure
i f (isNoSubSpecified substructure) then True

else correctInterfaceMappings interfaces substructure

B. Consistency of strout

In A. we have proven that elementToAdd is consistent. In this part we will prove
that if we add elementToAdd to strin , it will result in a consistent strout. To prove the
consistency of a structural view, we have to show that:

consistent strout

" (internals strout)
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let strout = (StructuralView name structure)
in

consistent name '
consistent structure

" (internals structure + def consistent structure)

1let strout = (StructuralView name structure)
2structure = (Structure components connectors links )
3componentInterfaces = allInterfaces components
4connectorInterfaces = allInterfaces connectors
5in
6consistent name '
7(consistent components ' consistent connectors) '
8(uniqueNames components ' uniqueNames connectors) '
9(consistent links ) ' (uniqueNames links ) '
10(all (correctInterfaceInLinks
11(componentInterfaces++connectorInterfaces )) links ) '
12(all (connectorBetweenComponents (connectorInterfaces)
13(componentInterfaces)) links )

We know that strin is consistent.

• Line 6: the name of strout is coming form strin , so it is consistent.

• Line 7: the elements from strin are consistent, and we have proven that
elementToAdd is consistent (either component or connector). As a result we
know that both the components and connectors are consistent.

• Line 8: Secondly, the SubStructuralView relation did not change the name of
elementToAdd. Since the name of component or connector was unique before,
it will still be unique once the components are processed. The only possible
name clashes are: (1) that a unified element gets the same name, which
is not possible because unified elements can not get a name of an existing
component (required by consistency of a Unification); (2) there is another
relation also processing the same element. This is not possible because of
the consistency requirement on a set of relations, requiring that there is no
overlap between the elements referred by several relations.

• Lines 9-13: finally, by adding a component or connector, the links itself did
not change, so they must still be consistent. So we know that the next six
lines hold.

Depends on: prop. 4.4. !(5.3)
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Proposition 5.4 (Consistent compose for SubElements) A composition with consis-
tent input with a single relation produces a consistent structural view.

(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin )
isSubElems rel
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin

withtype compose : : (ComposableRelations a) &
a # [View] # (StructuralView , [Trace]) # (StructuralView , [Trace])

!
consistent strout

Proof 5.4. After looking to the code on pag. 80, we see that the structure of the
proof is very similar to the proof for the previous relations. Concretely, we have
to prove that:

A. That elementToAdd is consistent.

B. That, if we add elementToAdd to strin to get strout, it will still be consistent. The
proof for B is identical as for prop. 5.3, we well not repeat it.

To prevent repeating the same statements over and over again, we assume the
following statements throughout the prove:

RSE (SubElements name ccElemRef subElemsRef ims) = rel
(ccName interfaces substructure) = ccData elementToAdd
(SubStructure newStr newIms) = substructure

In short, we have to prove that elementToAdd, and since it is from the type CC, we
have to prove consistency of a CC element. We refine the consequent to get it into
a form we can more easily use:

consistent elementToAdd

" (internals elementToAdd and def consistency)

consistent ccName '
consistent interfaces ' uniqueNames interfaces '
consistent substructure '
i f (isNoSubSpecified substructure) then True
else correctInterfaceMappings interfaces substructure

The consistency of ccName and consistency and uniqueness of interfaces is identical
to the previous. We focus on proving consistency of substructure and correctness of
the interface mappings.

consistent substructure '
i f (isNoSubSpecified substructure) then True

else correctInterfaceMappings interfaces substructure

" (def consistency on structure)

consistent newStr '
consistent newIms '
i f (isNoSubSpecified substructure) then True
else correctInterfaceMappings interfaces substructure
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(Consistency of newStr): We start with proving consistency of newStr. For a
consistent substructure we have to prove the following things:

consistent newStr

" (def consistent)

let (Structure components connectors links ) = newStr
componentInterfaces = allInterfaces components
connectorInterfaces = allInterfaces connectors

in
(consistent components ' consistent connectors) '
(uniqueNames components ' uniqueNames connectors) '
consistent links '
(all (correctInterfaceInLinks (componentInterfaces ++ connectorInterfaces )) links ) '
(all (connectorBetweenComponents (connectorInterfaces) (componentInterfaces)) links )

Lets first start with verifying that the individual components and connectors
consistent and have a unique name:

(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin )
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin

! (def compose + relevant facts)

ccElem = resolveCC ccElemRef
subElems = map resolveCC subElemsRef
links = linker fqnName (concatMap svLinks sviews) tout
newSubElems = translateRef tout subElems
newStr = Structure (ccComponents newSubElems) (ccConnectors newSubElems) links
consistentWithViews views rel
consistent strin

All components and connectors come from subElemsRef. We know that
all elements of referred by subElemensRef are consistent and have a
unique name because consistentWithViews oldStr rel implies consistent rel implies
consistent (map resolveCC subElementsRef). So we know for sure that the subElems are con-
sistent.
The set newSubElems is an application of the translateRef function of subElems. This is
needed to translate all links in internal structures of subElems. Before we can
say something about this function, we have to make sure that all the referred
elements are part of traces. From the code and through prop. 4.4, it is easy to
see that tout contains all references to this elements (they are part of the tcc set).
This implies:

!

(consistent components ' consistent connectors) '
(uniqueNames components ' uniqueNames connectors)

We can also proof that connectors only appear between components. We know
that:

consistentWithViews views rel

! (def consistentWithViews + only relevant parts)
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consistent views '
elements = (concatMap svCC views) '
all (!x # x ‘elem‘ elements) subElems

! (Consistency of a view requires a consistent structure, in turn
requiring that connectors are only defined between components.
Since all components and connectors of subElems are part of the
elements of views, the same must be true for all connectors of
subElems.)

let (Structure components connectors links ) = str
componentInterfaces = allInterfaces components
connectorInterfaces = allInterfaces connectors

in
(all (connectorBetweenComponents (connectorInterfaces) (componentInterfaces)) links )

Links are generated by a function called linker, with as input all links from the
views that are composed here and the traces and as output a set of new links.
The linker function filters all links to: the given context (fqnName) and the
fact that all elements are already part of traces (and thus processed to a new
element). Proposition 5.8 proves that the links that come from the linker are
indeed consistent, and refer to new elements. This implies

!

let componentInterfaces = allInterfaces components
connectorInterfaces = allInterfaces connectors

in
consistent links '
(all (correctInterfaceInLinks (componentInterfaces ++ connectorInterfaces )) links )

This is what we needed to prove for consistency of newStr.

(Consistency of newIms and correct interface mappings): The interface
mappings are made with the function translateRef:

newIms = translateRef tout ims

Again, before we can use the translateRef function, we have to make sure that the
old references are part of traces. The references in ims are either to interfaces or to
interfaces of ccElemRef. Both of them are processed, and are included in the traces
of tout:

iTraces = process ccElemRef fqnName ccInt
tcc = concat [ process (fqnContext fqnc) fqnName cComp| (fqnc ,cComp)

((zip subElemsRef subElems) ]
tout = tin ++ [Trace fqnName ccElemRef] ++ iTraces ++ tcc

As a result we can use the translateRef function and we know that newIms is consistent
and has correct interface mappings.
Depends on: prop. 4.4, 5.8, 5.3.

!(5.4)
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Proposition 5.5 (Consistent compose for DefaultStrRelations) A composition with
consistent input with a single relation produces a consistent structural view.

RD DefaultSvRelations = rel
(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin )
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin

withtype compose : : (ComposableRelations a) &
a # [View] # (StructuralView , [Trace]) # (StructuralView , [Trace])

!
consistent strout

Proof 5.5. The proof for the compose function on DefaultStrRelations is somewhat
di!erent then the previous proofs, since multiple components, connectors and
links are added to strin to get strout. The code is given below:

cid = Fqn [( identity strin ) ]
fqns = filterByTraces (fqnAllCC views) tin
(ccs , tout) = processRename cid tin resolveCC fqns
newCcs = translateRef tout css
links = linker cid (allLinks views) tout
strout = svAddLinks (svAddCCs strin newCcs) links

We have to prove that strin remains consistent if we add css and links (we will call
the structure with the added elements strout). Consistency of a structure requires
to prove the following things:

let (Structure components connectors links ) = strout
componentInterfaces = allInterfaces components
connectorInterfaces = allInterfaces connectors

in
(consistent components ' consistent connectors) '
(uniqueNames components ' uniqueNames connectors) '
consistent links '
(all (correctInterfaceInLinks (componentInterfaces ++ connectorInterfaces )) links ) '
(all (connectorBetweenComponents (connectorInterfaces) (componentInterfaces)) links )

We will first prove consistency and the uniqueness of the names of
components and connectors. The components and connectors of strout are a combina-
tion of the components and connectors in strin and the elements of ccs. We know
that strin is consistent (given by antecedent), so we only have to show that ccs is
consistent and respects uniqueness of names.
The elements in this set are selected by the filterByTraces function on all CC sub
elements from the views in the views set. From the consistenWithViews views rel func-
tion given by the antecedent we know that these elements are consistent (so all
elements of fqns are consistent). The processRename function applied on the selected
elements checks if there are no name clashes with already existing elements of
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strin , and will rename the elements until all name clashes are resolved3. This is
captured in prop. 4.6.
Before we can use prop. 4.6 on the processRename function, we
have to show that cid and fqns are consistent. We already
know that fqns is consistent, we prove consistency of cid:

! (given by antecedent)

consistent strin

! (def consistent + filter relevant parts)

(StructuralView name structure) = strin '
(consistent name)

" (def identity)

name = identity strin '
(StructuralView name structure) = strin '
(consistent name)

!
consistent ( identity strin )

! (def Fqn + consistency on fqn)

consistent Fqn [( identity strin ) ]

After the elements in css are processed and possibly renamed, it is possible that
they are internally inconsistent. This might be the case for elements with sub-
structure, where the links refer to the old element. That is why we have to apply
the translateRef function to translate these references. Before we can apply this
function, we have to make sure that all old references are part of the traces tout.
From the definition of processRename, we know that this will be the case.
As a conclusion for newCss, we know that (1) all elements are consistent; (2) their
names are unique, also compared with all other elements already in strin .
Links are generated by a function called linker, with as input all links from
the views that are composed here and the traces and as output a set of new
links. The linker function filters all links to: the given context (cid) and the
fact that all elements are already part of traces (and thus processed to a new
element). Proposition 5.8 proves that the links that come from the linker are
indeed consistent, and refer to new elements, as long as the references to the old
elements are part of traces.
Depends on: prop. 4.2, 4.6, 5.8. !(5.5)

3Actually, the function will check existence of traces to check if an element is already in
strin and thus depends on 4.2
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5.1 Compose for a set of relations

Proposition 5.6 (Consistent compose for set of relations) A composition with con-
sistent input with a set of relations produces a consistent structural view.

(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin ) '
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin

withtype compose : : (ComposableRelations a) &
a # [View] # (StructuralView , [Trace]) # (StructuralView , [Trace])

rel : : [Relation ]

!
consistent strout

Proof 5.6.
The proof for a set of relations largely depends on induction. We have already
proven that there will be a consistent output for the individual relations (Unification,
SubStructuralView, SubElements and DefaultSvRelations).
From the antecedent of this proposition we know that strin is consistent. Through
recursion, we know that each of this compose applications will each time produce
a consistent output structure (strout) that is passed on to the next application of
compose. So we know that the output structure of compose on a set of relations
will hold for a list of relations if it holds for each type of relation. That it holds
for each type of relations is proven in prop. 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. !(5.6)

5.2 General compose

Proposition 5.7 (Consistent compose) A composition with consistent input with a sin-
gle relation produces a consistent structural view.

(strout , tout) = compose rel oldStr ( strin , tin ) '
consistentWithViews oldStr rel
consistent strin

withtype compose : : (ComposableRelations a) &
a # [View] # (StructuralView , [Trace]) # (StructuralView , [Trace])

!
consistent strout

Proof 5.7. Follows from prop. 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. !(5.7)
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Proposition 5.8 (Function linker and consistency) The linker function processes a
set of existing links. Links from which the old references are part of traces are translated to
links to the updated elements. This is done for all links within the current context.

l inks = l inker context oldlinks traces '
consistent oldLinks
validTraces traces

withtype linker : : FQN # [Link ] # [Trace] # [Link ]

!
consistent links ' newRefInTrace ( refs links ) traces '
al l (!x # fqnParentContext x == context) ( refs links )

Proof 5.8.
We start by transforming the consequent to a form we can more easily use:

consistent links ' newRefInTrace ( refs links ) traces '
all (!x # fqnParentContext x == context) ( refs links )

" (All of the functions are applied on a list of links. We use the
all function to make it more understandable)

all (!link #
consistent link '
newRefInTrace ( refs link) traces '
all (!x # fqnParentContext x == context) ( refs link)

) links

" (def consistency + def refs on link)

all (!link #
(Link tir1 tir2 ) = link '
i1 = resolveInterface tir1 '
i2 = resolveInterface tir2 '
consistent i1 '
consistent i2 '
compatibleLinkDirections i1 i2 '
i1 *= i2 '
fqnParentContext ir1 == fqnParentContext ir2
newRefInTrace [ tir1 , tir2 ] traces '
all (!x # fqnParentContext x == context) [ tir1 , tir2 ]

) links

" (def newRefInTrace)

Codeblock 5
1all (!link #
2let (Link tir1 tir2 ) = link
3i1 = resolveInterface tir1
4i2 = resolveInterface tir2
5in
6compatibleLinkDirections i1 i2 '
7ir1 *= ir2 '
8isSubList [ tir1 , tir2 ] (newIds traces) '
9fqnParentContext ir1 == fqnParentContext ir2
10all (!x # fqnParentContext x == context) [ tir1 , tir2 ]
11) links

Now lets look to the code of linker and check if it fulfills all of these.
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1linker : : FQN # [Link] # [Trace ] # [Link]
2linker context oldLinks traces =
3[ translateRef traces l | l ( oldLinks ,
4(containsOld ( linkI1 l ) traces ) ,
5(containsOld ( linkI2 l ) traces ) ,
6all (!x # fqnParentContext x == context) ( refs l ) ,
7unique ( ref (translateRef traces l )
8]

We enumerate over each line of codeblock 5 and explain why they are true.
Line 6: The requirement for compatible directions is can be deduced from the
valid trace requirement. This proposition states that each each trace is between
elements of the same type, and requires that a trace between interfaces is a
trace between interface with the same direction. If new interfaces have the same
direction as the old interface, there will be a compatible direction.
Line 7: the references in the link are not the same, because the linker requires
unique references with the statement unique (ref (translateRef traces l ).
Line 8: the translated references of a link must be part of the set newIds traces. This
is a result of applying the the translateRef function (proven in prop. 5.9).
Line 9-10: the parent context of both elements is true and is equal to context
because this is required by the linker function (line 6 of linker function). !(5.8)

Proposition 5.9 (Function translateRef and consistency) The translateRef function
processes a element and updates all references in this element using traces.

containsOld traces ( refs elem)
newElem = translateRef traces elem

withtype translateRef : : ArchitecturalElement a & [Trace] # a # a

!
containsNew traces ( refs newElem)

Proof 5.9.
We have to show this for each type of ArchitecturalElement.

(No references): There are several types of ArchitecturalElements that have no
references, and thus for which this is trivially true. This is the case for Identifier ,
FQN and Interface .

(Passing on): There are several types of ArchitecturalElements that have references
in sub elements, and thus apply the translateRef function on the sub elements.
This is the case for a set of architectural elements, CC, StructuralView, Structure and
SubStructure. We will show one example of this to illustrate how this is done, the
other cases are similar. Lets look to the definition of the translateRef function for
Structure. The input is a set of traces and a structure, the output is the same
structure where links are translated with the translateRef function.

translateRef tin st = st {stLinks = translateRef tin (stLinks st)}
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(Changing references): The types InterfaceMapping and Link contain references
that must be translated. We start Link and the specification of translateRef in
this context:

translateRef tin (Link ir1 ir2 ) = Link (lookupNew tin ir1 ) (lookupNew tin ir2 )

The lookupNew function gets the new reference from the traces. We know that this
will work, because a precondition of the translateRef function is that all old references
are part of traces. The specification for InterfaceMapping is very similar and relies
on the same lookupNew function:

translateRef tin (InterfaceMapping ir1 ir2 ) =
(InterfaceMapping (lookupNew tin ir1 ) (lookupNew tin ir2 ))

Note that we did not prove this for relations, because the translateRef function
is not used in this context yet. !(5.9)
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6 Information preserving composition

The Haskell specification of model composition allows us to formally capture
information preserving properties of the composition operator. Information pre-
serving properties provide guarantees to the stakeholders that the output model
is a correct representation of the input models. For example: if we make a com-
position of model1 and model2 into model3, and model1 contains a component
A and a component B, then view3 must somehow contain a component that
corresponds to component A and a component component B of view1.
The important information defined in a structural view, that must be preserved
in composition, is:

• it defines CC elements (both components and connectors)

• it defines the internals of these CC elements

• it defines substructures of these CC elements

• it defines relations between interfaces of the CC elements

Concretely, we will define several information preservation rules between the input
model and the output model of a composition. The set of models that servers as
input is called oldStrs, the output model is called newStr. We will define rules for
each of the information item described above, and additionally, introduce some
rules to make sure that all elements in the result come from the input view.
Assumed functions:

allCC function on an architectural element that returns all components and
connectors (recursively, including the ones in sub elements)

ccInts function on a cc element that returns all its interfaces.

allInts function on an architectural element that returns all its interfaces (re-
cursively, including in sub elements)

ccSub function on a cc element that returns its substructure

connected function that checks of two interfaces are connected, this can be
either through a link, or through a link and several interface mappings.

6.1 CC preservation

For each component and connector in the old structures, there exist a unique
counterpart in the new structure, identifiable through traces (proven in prop. 6.1).

#v $ oldStrs : #cn $ allCC v :

%!co $ allCC newStr :

Trace cnco $ traces

(1)
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For each component or connector in the new structure, there exists a corre-
sponding component or connector in the old structure, identifiable through traces
(proven in prop. 6.3).

#cn $ allCC newStr : %v $ oldStr : %co $ allCC v :

Trace cnco $ traces
(2)

For each component or connector in the new structure, if there are two component
and connectors that correspond to this new component or connector, they must
be from a di!erent view (proven in prop. 6.5).

#cn $ allCC newStr : #v1, v2 $ oldStrs :

%c1 $ allCCv1 & %c2 $ allCCv2 :

Trace cn c1 $ traces & Trace cn c2 $ traces & c1 '= c2

!
v1 '= v2

(3)

6.1.1 Similarity of CC element

For each component and connector in the old structures, and for each interfaces in
this component and connectors, there exists a unique corresponding component,
connector or interface in the new structure (proven in prop. 6.2).

#v $ oldStrs : #co $ (allCC v) : #io $ ccInts co :

%!cn $ (allCCnewStr) : %!in $ ccInts cn :

Trace cnco $ traces & Trace io in $ traces

(4)

For each component or connector in the new structure, and for each interfaces
in this component and connectors, there exists a corresponding component, con-
nector or interface in the old structure, identifiable through traces (proven in
prop. 6.4).

#cn $ (allCC newStr) : #io $ ccInts cn :

%v $ oldStrs : %co $ (allCCv) : %io $ ccInts co :

Trace cnco $ traces & Trace io in $ traces

(5)

For each component or connector in the new structure, and for each interfaces in
this component or connector, if there are two interfaces that correspond to this
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new interfaces, they must be from a di!erent view (proven in prop. 6.7).

#cn $ allCC newStr : #in $ ccInts cn : %v1, v2 $ oldStrs :

%c1 $ (allCCv1) & %c2 $ (allCCv2) : %i1 $ ccInts c1 : %i2 $ ccInts c2 :

Trace cn c1 $ traces & Trace cn c2 $ traces&
Trace in i1 $ traces & Trace in i2 $ traces&

i1 '= i2
!

v1 '= v2 & c1 '= c2

(6)

Old substructures implies new substructures:

#v $ oldStrs : #co $ (allCC v) : %!cn $ (allCC newStr) :

Trace cnco $ traces&
!

ccSub co = NoSubSpecified (
(#cosub $ allCCco : %cnsub $ allCCcn : Trace cnsubcosub)

" (7)

6.2 Link preservation

#v $ oldStrs : #io1, io2 $ (allInts v) : %in1, in2 $ (allInts newStr) :

Trace in1io1 & Trace in2io2&
connected io1 io2

!
connected in1 in2

(8)

#in1, in2 $ (allInts newStr) : #v $ oldStrs : %io1, io2 $ (allInts v) :

Trace in1io1 $ traces & Trace in2io2 $ traces&
connected in1 in2

!
connected io1 io2

(9)

6.3 Formal proof of information preservation:

Each of the proposition in this section assumes the application of the composition
function:

(newStr, traces) = compositionFunction csspec

Where csspec contains a reference to the oldStrs. In this section, we also make
the simplification to consider an element and a reference to the element as being
the same. In the practical implementation in Haskell translations one has to
make translations between the two.
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Proposition 6.1 F
or each component and connector in the old structures, there exist a unique counterpart in
the new structure, identifiable through traces.

#v $ oldStrs : #cn $ (allCCv) :

%!co $ (allCCnewStr) :

Trace cnco $ traces

Proof 6.1. Proven together with prop. 6.4 on pag. 48. !(6.1)

Proposition 6.2 F
or each component and connector in the old structures, and for each interfaces in this compo-
nent and connectors, there exists a unique corresponding component, connector or interface
in the new structure.

#v $ oldStrs : #co $ (allCC v) : #io $ ccInts co :

%!cn $ (allCCnewStr) : %!in $ ccInts cn :

Trace cnco $ traces & Trace io in $ traces

Proof 6.2. Proven together with prop. 6.4 on pag. 48. !(6.2)

Proposition 6.3 (Component and connector preservation) For each component or
connector in the new structure, there exists a corresponding component or connector in the
old structure, identifiable through traces (proven in prop. 6.3).

#cn $ (allCCnewStr) : %v $ oldStr : %co $ allCC v :

Trace cnco $ traces

Proof 6.3. Proven together with prop. 6.4 on pag. 48. !(6.3)

Proposition 6.4 (Interface preservations) For each component or connector in the new
structure, and for each interfaces in this component and connectors, there exists a corre-
sponding component, connector or interface in the old structure, identifiable through traces
(proven in prop. 6.4).

#cn $ (allCC newStr) : #io $ ccInts cn :

%v $ oldStrs : %co $ (allCCv) : %io $ ccInts co :

Trace cnco $ traces & Trace io in $ traces
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Proof 6.4. The proof of propositions 6.1, 6.3, 6.2aand 6.4 is similar, so we proof
them together in a deduction show below. The results follow form prop. 4.1.
This proposition states that the result of a composition function on a consistent
composition specification is:

validTraces traces '
mappen traces (fqn "" oldStrs) (fqn "" newStr)

From the definition of the fqn function, we know that the result includes compo-
nents, connectors and interfaces. Through the application of the mappen function,
we know that there is a trace from all elements in oldStrs to some element in newStr

and vice versa. The fact that the validTraces function is true, ensures that a
traces is always between elements of the same type, and we know that the trace
relation is surjective.
From this we can conclude that every component, connector and interface from
the old structures (oldStrs) has a unique counterpart in the new structure (newStr)
from the same type, identifiable through traces (this proves prop. 6.1 and 6.2).
From this we can also conclude that every component, connector and interfaces
from the new structure (newStr) has a counterpart in one of the old structures
(oldStrs), appointed through traces (this proves prop. 6.3, and 6.4). !(6.4)

Proposition 6.5 (Injective mapping of components and connectors within view context)
There are no two elements from the same old structure that are mapped on the same element
of the new structure.

#cn $ allCC newStr : #v1, v2 $ oldStrs :

%c1 $ (allCCv1) & %c2 $ (allCCv2) :

Trace cn c1 $ traces & Trace cn c2 $ traces & c1 '= c2

!
v1 '= v2

Proof 6.5. Because the proofs for prop. 6.5, 6.7 and 6.6 are very similar in structure,
we combined them in a single proof. Specific parts that are part of a specific
proposition are annotated with the proposition number.
We will have to prove this by enumerating the places where traces are added for
components and connectors (under the scope of the compositionFunction). Looking
to the code of the compositionFunction on pag. 81, we see that the result of the
composition function an application of compose on the set of relations part of
csspec. Each of these application of compose gets the temporary resulting struc-
ture. It adds elements to the temporary structure, and generates traces for these
elements, and passes the result on the next application of compose. The initial
temporary structure contains no components, connectors or interfaces (so fulfills
the proposition), so we only have to prove that this proposition is true for an
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application of compose on a set of relations.

(Set of relations): Through the consistency requirements on a set of relations
(consistent function on set of relation), we know that relations can never refer to
the same elements. Logically, we know that there is no overlap between the traces
resulting from individual calls on relations (except for DefaultSvRelations), since
such compose only processes elements referred by the relation. DefaultSvRela-
tions also fulfills this requirement, under the assumption that it is always the last
relation in the list of relations (this is always the case, since it is added in the
compositionFunction). If we assume that each of the compose functions fulfills
the proposition, we can state that:
Prop. 6.5 and 6.7 Since all compose functions fulfill the proposition, and since
there is no overlap between the traces of the compose functions, we can conclude
that components, connectors and interfaces can never come from the same view,
and that two interfaces always come from a di!erent component (trivially implied
by the fact that the components are not from the same view).
Prop. 6.6 There are no extra requirements for a compose on a set of relations.
If each of the types of ComposableRelations correctly preservers the substructures, so
will a set of relations.

(Unification): The compose function on an Unification relation adds a single
component or connector (with possible substructure that can contain other com-
ponents and connectors) to the temporary structure.

tIntermediate = tin ++ [Trace fqnName cr1 , Trace fqnName cr2 ] ++
tunified

(sub,subContext) = i f noSubSpecified subStructure1 then (subStructure2 , cr2)
else if noSubSpecified subStructure2 then (subStructure1 , cr1)

else if subStructure1 == subStructure2 then (subStructure1 , cr1)
else (NoSubSpecified ,emptyFqn)

tsub = (process subContext fqnName sub)
traces = tIntermediate++tsub++tNonUnified

The trace to this single component or connector equals to
[Trace fqnName cr1, Trace fqnName cr2]. It adds a trace between the two old com-
ponents (cr1,cr2) that must be unified and the new component (fqnName). The
substructure the component or connector that is added (fqnName) is denoted with
sub, the traces to it equal to tsub.
Prop. 6.5 From the consistency requirements of a unification, we know that cr1

and cr2 are not of the same view, this trivially fulfills the proposition. From 4.4
we know that the process function generates a bijective set of traces recursively
for all of its elements, thus it contains no two references to the same element. As
a summary, we know that an element (fqnName) is added, with as substructure sub

and we know that the traces to this element will fulfill the proposition.
Prop. 6.7 From the consistency requirements of a unification, we know that cr1

and cr2 are not of the same view. From the consistency requirement on interface
unification, we know that the unified interfaces are part of cr1 or cr2. Additionally,
the context both interfaces referred by the interface unification is di!erent. This
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implies the proposition.
Prop. 6.6 From the consistency requirement on a unification we know that only
one of the components cr1 or cr2 can have a substructure specified, or that the sub-
structure of both elements is the same. So the variable sub will contain the correct
substructure. From prop.4.4 we know that the process function will recursively
process the elements. Thus we can conclude that the traces to the substructure
of this component or connector is correctly added in the tsub set.

(SubStructuralView): The compose function on a SubStructuralView relation adds
a single component or connector (denoted as fqnName, with a substructure that can
contain other components and connectors) to the temporary structure.
The following statement adds traces for components and connectors:

iTraces = process ccElemRef fqnName ccInts
strTraces = process ccElemRef fqnName str
tout = tin ++ [Trace fqnName ccElemRef] ++ iTraces ++ strTraces

Prop. 6.5 There is only a single trace between fqnName and ccElemRef, so this fulfills
the proposition. The substructure of fqnName (called str) also contains components
and connectors. From 4.4 we know that the process function generates a bijective
set of traces, thus it contains no two references to the same element. As a
summary, we know that an element (fqnName) is added, with as substructure str

and we know that the traces to this element will fulfill the proposition.
Prop. 6.7 The interfaces of fqnName are ccInts, and the traces of these elements
are iTraces. We know that all ccInts are coming from the ccElemRef. Additionally,
we know through prop. 4.4 that the process function is a bijective mapping. This
implies the proposition for ccInts.
For the interfaces of elements in strTraces, we know that the proposition will hold
because (1) we know that str is consistent; (2) traces are generated by the process
function (bijective mapping).
Prop. 6.6 Firstly, the consistency requirements of a SubStructuralView require that
ccElemRef has no substructure (in this case one cannot add a structural view as
substructure). So there is no substructure to keep here. Secondly, strTraces contains
components and connectors. Since these traces are generated by the process
function, from which we know through prop. 4.4 that it works recursively, we
know that all substructures are indeed kept.

(SubElements): The compose function on a SubElements relation adds a single
component or connector (denoted as fqnName, with a substructure that contains
other components and connectors) to the temporary structure.
The following statement adds traces for components and connectors:

iTraces = process ccElemRef fqnName ccInts
tcc = concat [ process (fqnContext fqnc) fqnName cComp| (fqnc ,cComp)((zip subElemsRef subElems) ]
tout = tin ++ [Trace fqnName ccElemRef] ++ iTraces ++ tcc

Prop. 6.5 There is only a single trace to fqnName, so this fulfills the proposition. The
substructure of fqnName contains the the components and connectors in subElems.
From the consistency requirements on the SubElements relations we know that the
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subElems must be unique. From 4.4 we know that the process function generates a
bijective set of traces. The combination of these two ensures that tcc is a bijective
set of traces, containing no two references to the same element. As a summary,
we know that an element (fqnName) is added, with a substructure that contains all
elements in subElems and we know that the traces to this element will fulfill the
proposition.
Prop. 6.7 The reasoning for ccInts is the same as for SubStructuralViews, we will not
repeat it here. From the previous paragraph we know that tcc is a bijective set of
traces, containing no two references to the same element. This ensures that the
proposition holds for interfaces.
Prop. 6.6 Firstly, there is a trace between fqnName and ccElemRef. The consistency
requirements of a SubElements require that ccElemRef has no substructure (in this case
one cannot add a structural view as substructure). So there is no substructure
to keep here. Secondly, the traces to elements that become sub elements of this
component or connector are added in tcc. Notice that these elements can contain
a substructure. Since these traces are generated by the process function, from
which we know through prop. 4.4 that it works recursively, we know that all
substructures are indeed kept. As a summary, we know that an element (fqnName)
is added, with a substructure that contains all elements in subElems and we know
that the traces to this element will fulfill the proposition.

(DefaultSvRelations): The compose function on DefaultSvRelations adds
multiple components and connectors, that each can have substructures. An im-
portant remark is that the compose on DefaultSvRelations must always applied
as last compose on relations, because it adds all elements that are not previously
added by other relations. To make sure that there is no overlap, it first checks
of there exists a trace for the old element. If not, it adds the element and adds
traces (recursively) using the processRename function:

(ccs , tout) = processRename cid tin resolveCC fqns

Prop. 6.5 and 6.7 From prop. 4.6 we know that the processRename function generates
set of traces that represents a bijective relation. Together with the check on
existence of a trace, this trivially fulfills the proposition.
Prop. 6.6 From prop. 4.6 we know that the processRename function generates set of
traces that recursively adds traces (also to substructures). This trivially fulfills
the statement.

!(6.5)
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Proposition 6.6 (Substructure preservation) Every component and connector in the
old structures that had a substructure, has a corresponding component and connector in the
new structure that still has a substructure with all corresponding elements.

#v $ oldStrs : #co $ (allCC v) : %!cn $ (allCC newStr) :

Trace cnco $ traces&
!

ccSub co = NoSubSpecified (
(#cosub $ allCCco : %cnsub $ allCCcn : Trace cnsubcosub)

"

Proposition 6.7 (Injective mapping interfaces with respect to view) For each
component or connector in the new structure, and for each interfaces in this component or
connector, if there are two interfaces that correspond to this new interfaces, they must be
from a di!erent view.

#cn $ allCC newStr : #in $ ccInts cn : %v1, v2 $ oldStrs :

%c1 $ (allCCv1) & %c2 $ (allCCv2) : %i1 $ ccInts c1 : %i2 $ ccInts c2 :

Trace cn c1 $ traces & Trace cn c2 $ traces&
Trace in i1 $ traces & Trace in i2 $ traces&

i1 '= i2
!

v1 '= v2 & c1 '= c2

Proposition 6.8 (Link preservation)

#v $ oldStrs : #io1, io2 $ (allInts v) : %in1, in2 $ (allInts newStr) :

Trace in1io1 & Trace in2io2&
connected io1 io2

!
connected in1 in2

Proof 6.8.
Through prop. 6.6 we have already proven that substructures are preserved in
the composition, preserving the respective interface mappings. As explained be-
fore, the connected function checks if interfaces are connected to each other, either
through a link or through a link and interface mappings to internal elements of a
component. Since we know that each interface mapping is kept, we only have to
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prove that a link in one of the old views implies that the interfaces are connected
in the new view:

%Linkio1io2
!

connected in1 in2

(10)

There are several cases of link preservation, depending on where a link is part of
a substructure or not. We use the term sub link for a link in a substructure of a
component or connector, the term regular link is used for a link that is not part
of a substructure. The three cases for link preservations are that: (1) sub links
are preserved as sub links; (2) regular links are preserved as sub links; (3) regular
links are preserved as regular links.

(Sub links are preserved as sub links): These links are inside component
and connectors and are taken over in the new view. Since these links are part of
substructures and since these substructures are unchanged except for the trans-
lation of references, we can suspect that links will be preserved.
This situation appears in each compose for a specific relation. In the consistency
proof in prop. 5.9 we have already show that the translateRef function works correctly
in these cases.
For Unification:

substructure = translateRef tout sub

For SubStructuralView:
newStr = translateRef tout str

For SubElements:
newSubElems = translateRef tout subElems

For DefaultSvRelations:
newCcs = translateRef tout ccs

(Regular links are preserved as sub links):
This situation appears for both the SubStructuralView and the SubElements relation.
In case of the SubStructuralView, links are taken over from the structural view that
becomes a sub view by translating the old references to new references. This
involves the same statement as for the internal references, from which we know
through prop. 5.9 that this leads to a consistent result. As a conclusion, since all
links are consistently translated, we know that links are preserved.
In case of the SubElements relation, the proof is somewhat more complex. This
relation expresses that some of the elements of one structure become sub elements
of another structure. Here we only describe what happens with links two elements
that both become sub elements, the remainder is described in the third case of
the proof.
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The links between two elements that become sub elements is captured in the code
of the sub elements relation, namely in the line:

links = linker fqnName (ims newSubElems) (allLinks views) tout

In general we can state that the linker function starts from the old links
(allLinks views) and transfers them to new links (prop. 5.8) based on the traces (tout).
This is only done for links between elements with as parent context fqnName. In
this particular use of the linker function, the elements with as parent context
fqnName are the elements specified in the SubElements relation. So, if there are links
in the old views between elements that become sub elements in the new view,
the set links will contain the new links between these elements. To make sure
that the linker function picks up all the correct links, we have to prove that there
exists traces in tout between the old elements and the new elements. The following
statements part of the definition of the SubElements relation add the respective
traces:

tcc = concat [ process (fqnContext fqnc) fqnName cComp| (fqnc ,cComp)((zip subElemsRef subElems) ]
tout = tin ++ [Trace fqnName ccElemRef] ++ iTraces ++ tcc

This completes the proof for the first case.

(Regular links are preserved as regular links): Finally, all other cases are
captured by the DefaultSvRelations. Concretely this means links between (non sub)
elements of the old structures, links where only one of the elements involved became
part a new substructure and links where both elements became part of a di!erent

substructure. Each of these cases results in a link with as parent context the
structure that is composed. The following statement takes all links, and checks
if the translated links fall within the context of the current structure. If this is
the case, the link is added.

links = linker fqnStructure (ims str ) (allLinks oldViews) tout

Notice that fqnStructure is a reference to the current structure that serves as a
context for the linker, str contains the current structure and oldViews contains the
views that are composed.
We first explain the general case, and later on describe in more depth how it also
covers the special cases. Through prop. 5.8 we know that the linker function will
generate a set of links between elements with fqnStructure as parent context. Each
new link is based on a old link, and is only processed if the elements are part of
traces.
We can deduce that before the linker starts its work, all components and con-
nectors have been processed and are part of traces. This follows from prop. 4.3,
the fact that DefaultSvRelations is always the last relation and that no other compo-
nents or connectors are added anymore to the output structure (so str contains
all components and connectors, tout all traces). So the linker will pick up all links
between the component and connectors in the new structure.
There is one special case that has not been explained yet. More specifically,
a regular link in the old structure can become a link between an element that
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is a sub element and an element that is no sub element, or part of another
substructure. The desirable situation in this case is to have a regular link in the
new structure that represents the old structure, by linking the interfaces that are
the outer interfaces in the interface mappings. This is exactly what the linker
will do, as prove in prop. 5.8.

!(6.8)

Proposition 6.9 (Links are traceable)

#in1, in2 $ (allInts newStr) : #v $ oldStrs : %io1, io2 $ (allInts v) :

Trace in1io1 $ traces & Trace in2io2 $ traces&
connected in1 in2

!
connected io1 io2

Proof 6.9. Throughout the previous proof (prop. 6.8) we have outlined all places
where links are made. Notice that in each these cases, the new links are a
translation of the old links using the translateRef function. So we know for sure
for each of the connections, there exists a link between some elements in the old
views. !(6.9)
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6.4 Supporting propositions

Proposition 6.10 (Function unifiedInterfaces) The unifiedInterfaces function processes a
set of InterfaceUnification elements. It produces a set of interfaces ( ints) and a set of traces ( traces)
that maps the fqns of the new interfaces with the old interfaces. Because each interface in ints

has two traces (to the two interfaces that are unified), we used the function dList to double
each element in the ints list.

( ints , traces) = unifiedInterfaces context iUnifs
consistent context ' consistent iUnifs

withtype unifiedInterfaces : : FQN # [ InterfaceUnification ] #
([ Interface ] , [Trace])

!
consistent ints '
mapsByTraceExclusive (dList (fqn context ints )) ( refs iUnifs) traces '
validTraces traces

Proof 6.10. The proof depends largely on prop. 6.12. We deduce:
consistent iUnifs ' consistent context
( ints , traces) = unifiedInterfaces context iUnifs

! (def unifiedInterfaces)

consistent iUnifs ' consistent context
( ints , t) = unzip [ constructUI context iunif | iunif ( iUnifs ]
traces = concat t

" (def consistent on list)

all consistent iUnifs ' consistent context
( ints , t) = unzip [ constructUI context iUnif | iUnif ( iUnifs ]
traces = concat t

! (prop. 6.12 + taking lists together)

consistent ints '
mapsByTraceExclusive (dList (fqn context ints )) ( refs iUnifs ) traces '
validTraces traces

!(6.10)

Proposition 6.11 (Function mapsByTraceEnclusive) The function mapsByTraceExclusive

implies sameList.
mapsByTraceExclusive lold lnew traces

!
sameList lo ld (map oldId traces) '
sameList lnew (map newId traces)

Proof 6.11. The specification of this function is the following:
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mapsByTraceExclusive : : [FQN] # [FQN] # [Trace ] # Bool
mapsByTraceExclusive lold lnew traces =

mapsByTrace lold lnew traces '
and [ old ‘elem‘ lold ' new ‘elem‘ lnew | Trace old new (traces ]

The first line states that each element in lold must map on an element in lnew. If
we replace mapsByTrace with its definition, this is very easy to see.

mapsByTrace lold lnew traces '
and [ old ‘elem‘ lold ' new ‘elem‘ lnew | Trace old new (traces ]

"
(length lnew == length lold ) '
and [Trace e1 e2 ‘elem‘ traces | (e1 , e2) ( zip lnew lold ] '
and [ old ‘elem‘ lold ' new ‘elem‘ lnew | Trace old new (traces ]

The last line states that for each element in traces, the reference to the old element
in this trace must be part of lold, the new reference in this trace must be part of
lnew. This implies the consequent. !(6.11)

Proposition 6.12 (Function constructUI) The constructUI function constructs an inter-
face and two traces to the old interfaces for an input InterfaceUnification .

( i , traces) = constructUI context iUnif
consistent context ' consistent iUnif

withtype constructUI : : FQN # InterfaceUnification # (Interface , [Trace])

!
consistent i '
mapsByTracesExclusive (dList (fqn context i )) ( refs iUnif) traces
validTraces traces

Proof 6.12. Lets first bring the consequent in a form we can more easily use:
consistent i '
mapsByTracesExclusive (dList (fqn context i )) ( refs iUnif) traces '
validTraces traces

" (def consistent)

consistent ( identity i ) '
mapsByTracesExclusive (dList (fqn context i )) ( refs iUnif) traces '
validTraces traces

" (def mapsByTracesExclusive)

let lold = (dList (fqn context i ))
lnew = refs iUnif

in
consistent ( identity i ) '
mapsByTrace lold lnew traces '
and [ old ‘elem‘ lold ' new ‘elem‘ lnew | Trace old new (traces ] '
validTraces traces

" (def fqn on Interface and refs on iUnif)
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let lold = dList (constructFqn context name)
lnew = [ ir1 , ir2 ]
( InterfaceUnification ir1 ir2 name) = iUnif

in
consistent ( identity i ) '
mapsByTrace lold lnew traces '
and [ old ‘elem‘ lold ' new ‘elem‘ lnew | Trace old new (traces ] '
validTraces traces

" (def mapsByTrace (+dList and intro variable fqn))

let fqn = constructFqn context name
lold = [ fqn , fqn ]
lnew = [ ir1 , ir2 ]
( InterfaceUnification ir1 ir2 name) = iUnif

in
consistent ( identity i ) '
(length lnew == length lold ) '
and [Trace e1 e2 ‘elem‘ traces | (e1 , e2) ( zip lnew lold ] '
and [ old ‘elem‘ lold ' new ‘elem‘ lnew | Trace old new (traces ] '
validTraces traces

" (We can easily see that line six holds, so we leave it out. We
simplify line seven)

let ( InterfaceUnification ir1 ir2 name) = iUnif '
fqn = constructFqn context name '
lold = [ fqn , fqn ] '
lnew = [ ir1 , ir2 ] '

in
consistent ( identity i ) '
and [Trace fqn ir1 ‘elem‘ traces , Trace fqn ir2 ‘elem’ traces ] '
and [ old ‘elem‘ lold ' new ‘elem‘ lnew | Trace old new (traces ] '
validTraces traces

We will not go further in the definition of validTraces, but one can see that we
have to prove that for each trace between interfaces, the interfaces must be both
consistent and have the same direction.
Next, we start from the antecedent:

( i , traces) = constructUI context iUnif
consistent context ' consistent iUnif

! (def constructUI)

( InterfaceUnification ir1 ir2 name) = iUnif
fqn = (constructFqn context name)
Interface direction = resolveInterface ir1
i = Interface name direction
traces = [Trace fqn ir1 , Trace fqn ir2 ])
consistent context
consistent iUnif

! (def consistent iUnif)

( InterfaceUnification ir1 ir2 name) = iUnif
fqn = (constructFqn context name)
Interface direction = resolveInterface ir1
i = Interface name direction
traces = [Trace fqn ir1 , Trace fqn ir2 ])
consistent name
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From this we can see that the consequent holds trivially. !(6.12)

Proposition 6.13 (Function makeUnique) The makeUnique function produces a consis-
tent identifier.

out = makeUnique context id counter traces
consistent context ' consistent id

withtype makeUnique : : Num a & FQN # [Char] # a # [Trace] # [Char]

!
consistent out ' not (containsNew out traces)

Proof 6.13.
The code of the makeUnique function can be found on pag. 82. The output
element is either id itself, id with a counter or a recursive call to makeUnique. Since
id itself is consistent, and thus does not equals the empty string, we know that
out must be consistent.
makeUnique checks if the id is part of traces, and if so adds a counter to the id to
make it unique. The counter is increased until the output id (out) is not part of
traces. This proves the second part of the consequent. !(6.13)

Proposition 6.14 (Function constructBFqn) The function constructBFqn generates a
consistent fully qualified name from its input identifiers, as long as the input identifiers
are consistent.

consistent ( identity a)
consistent ( identity b)
fqn = constructBFqn a b

withtype constructBFqn : : ( Identif iable a, Identif iable b) & a # b # FQN

!
consistent fqn

Proof 6.14. The proof is trivial:

consistent ( identity a)
consistent ( identity b)
fqn = constructBFqn a b

" (def constructBFqn)

consistent ( identity a)
consistent ( identity b)
fqn = Fqn [( identity a) ,( identity b) ]

" (def consistent on type FQN)

consistent fqn

!(6.14)
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A Code appendix

A.1 Data Model

module Datamodel where
import List

A.1.1 Data model for ADL constructs

data Direction = In | Out | Inout | None
deriving (Eq,Show)

type Identifier = String

data FQN = Fqn [ Identifier ]
deriving (Eq,Show)

data Interface = Interface {
iName : : Identifier ,
iDirection : : Direction

}
deriving (Eq,Show)

data Component = Component Identifier [ Interface ] SubStructure
deriving (Eq,Show)

data Connector = Connector Identifier [ Interface ] SubStructure
deriving (Eq,Show)

data CC = CComponent Component | CConnector Connector
deriving (Eq,Show)

data Link = Link {
linkI1 : : FQN,
linkI2 : : FQN

}
deriving (Eq,Show)

data Structure = Structure {
stComponents : : [CC] ,
stConnectors : : [CC] ,
stLinks : : [Link]

}
deriving (Eq,Show)

data SubStructure = SubStructure {
ssStructure : : Structure ,
ssIms : : [ InterfaceMapping ]

}
| NoSubSpecified
deriving (Eq,Show)

data InterfaceMapping = InterfaceMapping {
imI1 : : FQN,
imI2 : : FQN

}
deriving (Eq,Show)

data StructuralView = StructuralView {
svIdentifier : : Identifier ,
svStructure : : Structure

}
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deriving (Eq,Show)

A.1.2 Data model for relations

data InterfaceUnification =
InterfaceUnification {

uniInt1 : : FQN,
uniInt2 : : FQN,
uniIntName : : Identifier

}
deriving (Eq, Show)

data Unification =
Unification {

uName : : Identifier ,
uFQN1 : : FQN,
uFQN2 : : FQN,
uIndentifier2 : : Identifier ,
uItfUs : : [ InterfaceUnification ] %% REF REf

}
deriving (Eq, Show)

data SubStructuralView =
SubStructuralView Identifier FQN Identifier [ InterfaceMapping ] %% REF REF
deriving (Eq, Show)

data SubElements =
SubElements Identifier FQN [FQN] [ InterfaceMapping ] %% REF REF
deriving (Eq, Show)

{%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
DefaultSvRelations is a special type of relation between structural views . It wil l apply
some ’assumed’ relations between the views in compositions
%We assume that a l l elements that are not mentioned in previous relations are different
%We assume that links that exist in the previous view must be kept in the new view
%}

data DefaultSvRelations = DefaultSvRelations
deriving (Eq, Show)

data Relation = RU Unification | RSV SubStructuralView | RSE SubElements | RD DefaultSvRelations
deriving (Eq,Show)

A.1.3 Data model for composition

data Composition =
Composition {

csResultName : : Identifier ,
csSelectedViews : : [ Identifier ] ,
csSelectedRelations : : [ Identifier ]

}
deriving (Eq,Show)

data View =
VStructuralView StructuralView | VCompositeView Composition

deriving (Eq,Show)

data AD = AD [View] [Relation ]
deriving (Eq,Show)

A.1.4 Small functions on data
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%% Interface %%%

dirOut : : Interface # Bool
dirOut ( Interface Out) = True
dirOut = False

dirIn : : Interface # Bool
dirIn ( Interface In) = True
dirIn = False

dirInout : : Interface # Bool
dirInout ( Interface Inout) = True
dirInout = False

sameDirection : : Interface # Interface # Bool
sameDirection i1 i2 = ( iDirection i1 == iDirection i2 )

compatibleLinkDirections : : Interface # Interface # Bool
compatibleLinkDirections ir1 ir2 =

( dirInout ir1 ' dirInout ir2 )
+ ( dirOut ir1 ' dirIn ir2 )
+ ( dirOut ir2 ' dirIn ir1 )

%% CC%%%

ccIdentity : : CC # Identifier
ccIdentity (CComponent (Component name )) = name
ccIdentity (CConnector (Connector name )) = name

withCC : : (Component # a) # (Connector # a) # CC # a
withCC f g (CComponent c) = f c
withCC f g (CConnector c) = g c

mapCC : : (Component # Component) # (Connector # Connector) # CC # CC
mapCC f g = withCC (CComponent ) f )

(CConnector ) g)

ccInterfaces (CComponent (Component interfaces )) = interfaces
ccInterfaces (CConnector (Connector interfaces )) = interfaces

allInterfaces : : [CC] # [ Interface ]
allInterfaces l i s t = concatMap ccInterfaces l i s t

ccSubStructure (CComponent (Component substructure)) = substructure
ccSubStructure (CConnector (Connector substructure)) = substructure

ccData cc = (ccIdentity cc , ccInterfaces cc , ccSubStructure cc)

mapCCData : : ( Identifier # a)
# ( [ Interface ] # b)
# (SubStructure # c)
# (a # b # c # d)
# CC
# d

mapCCData f g h c cc =
let (x,y, z) = ccData cc
in c ( f x) (g y) (h z)

toCComponents : : [Component] # [CC]
toCComponents l i s t =map toCComponent l i s t

toCComponent : : Component # CC
toCComponent c = CComponent c

toCConnectors : : [Connector ] # [CC]
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toCConnectors l i s t = map toCConnector l i s t

toCConnector : : Connector # CC
toCConnector c = CConnector c

isComponent (CComponent ) = True
isComponent = False

isConnector (CConnector ) = True
isConnector = False

ccComponents : : [CC] # [CC]
ccComponents = filter isComponent

ccConnectors : : [CC] # [CC]
ccConnectors = filter isConnector

containsSubStructure : : CC # Bool
containsSubStructure c = not (noSubSpecified (ccSubStructure c))

%% SubStructure %%%

ssComponents : : SubStructure # [CC]
ssComponents NoSubSpecified = [ ]
ssComponents (SubStructure (Structure components ) ) = components

ssConnectors : : SubStructure # [CC]
ssConnectors NoSubSpecified = [ ]
ssConnectors (SubStructure (Structure connectors ) ) = connectors

ssLinks : : SubStructure # [Link]
ssLinks NoSubSpecified = [ ]
ssLinks (SubStructure (Structure links ) ) = links

noSubSpecified : : SubStructure # Bool
noSubSpecified NoSubSpecified = True
noSubSpecified = False

%% Structure %%%

emptyStr : : Structure
emptyStr = Structure [ ] [ ] [ ]

stCC str = (stComponents str ) ++ (stConnectors str )

%% StructuralView

svCC : : StructuralView # [CC]
svCC sv = svComponents sv ++ svConnectors sv

vsvCC : : View # [CC]
vsvCC (VStructuralView sv) = svCC sv

svComponents : : StructuralView # [CC]
svComponents (StructuralView (Structure components )) = components

svConnectors : : StructuralView # [CC]
svConnectors (StructuralView (Structure connectors )) = connectors

svLinks : : StructuralView # [Link]
svLinks (StructuralView (Structure links )) = links

svAddCC : : StructuralView # CC # StructuralView
svAddCC (StructuralView name (Structure comp con link )) element =
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i f isComponent element then
StructuralView name (Structure (element :comp) con link)

else
StructuralView name (Structure comp (element :con) link)

svAddCCs : : StructuralView # [CC] # StructuralView
svAddCCs = foldl svAddCC

svAddLinks : : StructuralView # [Link] # StructuralView
svAddLinks (StructuralView name structure) elements =

StructuralView name structure { stLinks = nub (elements ++ stLinks structure)}

%%VIEW%%%

viewName : : View # Identifier
viewName (VStructuralView (StructuralView id )) = id
viewName (VCompositeView (Composition id )) = id

adViews (AD views ) = views

toVStructuralViews : : [ StructuralView ] # [View]
toVStructuralViews l i s t = map (VStructuralView) l i s t

toVCompositeViews : : [Composition] # [View]
toVCompositeViews l i s t =map (VCompositeView) l i s t

toCompositeView : : View # Composition
toCompositeView (VCompositeView comp) = comp

isUnification : : Relation # Bool
isUnification (RU ) = True
isUnification = False

isSubView : : Relation # Bool
isSubView (RSV ) = True
isSubView = False

isSubElems : : Relation # Bool
isSubElems (RSE ) = True
isSubElems = False

isDefaultSv : : Relation # Bool
isDefaultSv (RD ) = True
isDefaultSv = False
%%%%%

iuNewName : : InterfaceUnification # String
iuNewName (InterfaceUnification newName) = newName

%% FQN%%%

constructFqn : : ( Identifiable a) & FQN # a # FQN
constructFqn (Fqn ["" ] ) idName = Fqn [( identity idName)]
constructFqn (Fqn ids) idName = Fqn ( ids++[ identity idName])

svFqn str = (idToFqn ( identity str ))

emptyFqn = Fqn ["" ]

idToFqn : : Identifier # FQN
idToFqn id = Fqn [ id ]

idsToFqn : : [ Identifier ] # [FQN]
idsToFqn l = map idToFqn l
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fqnToId : : FQN # Identifier
fqnToId (Fqn [ id ] ) = id

constructBFqn : : ( Identifiable a , Identifiable b) & a # b # FQN
constructBFqn a b = Fqn [( identity a) ,( identity b) ]

fqnContext : : FQN # FQN
fqnContext (Fqn names) = Fqn ( init names)

fqnName : : FQN # Identifier
fqnName (Fqn names) =(last names)

fqnParentContext : : FQN # FQN
fqnParentContext (Fqn names) = Fqn ( init ( init names))

fqnLength : : FQN # Int
fqnLength (Fqn names) = length names

A.2 Identifiable type class

class Identifiable a where
{% INVARIANTS:

setIdentifier x ( identity x) == x
identity ( setIdentifier x y) == y

%}
identity : : a # Identifier
setIdentifier : : a # Identifier # a

instance Identifiable Identifier where
identity i = i
setIdentifier i = i

instance Identifiable Interface where
identity i t f = iName i t f
setIdentifier i t f id = it f {iName = id}

instance Identifiable Component where
identity (Component id ) = id
setIdentifier (Component ints sub) id = Component id ints sub

instance Identifiable Connector where
identity (Connector id ) = id
setIdentifier (Connector ints sub) id = Connector id ints sub

instance Identifiable CC where
identity = withCC identity identity
setIdentifier cc id = mapCC ( flip setIdentifier id) ( flip setIdentifier id) cc

instance Identifiable StructuralView where
identity sv = svIdentifier sv
setIdentifier sv id = sv {svIdentifier = id}

instance Identifiable View where
identity (VStructuralView sv) = identity sv
identity (VCompositeView cs) = identity cs

setIdentifier (VStructuralView sv) id = VStructuralView ( setIdentifier sv id)
setIdentifier (VCompositeView sv) id = VCompositeView ( setIdentifier sv id)

instance Identifiable Composition where
identity cs = csResultName cs
setIdentifier cs id = cs {csResultName = id}

instance Identifiable Unification where
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identity u = uName u
setIdentifier u id = u {uName = id}

instance Identifiable SubStructuralView where
identity (SubStructuralView name ) = name
setIdentifier (SubStructuralView cc str iMaps) id = (SubStructuralView id cc str iMaps)

instance Identifiable SubElements where
identity (SubElements name ) = name
setIdentifier (SubElements cc elems iMaps) id = (SubElements id cc elems iMaps)

instance Identifiable Relation where
identity (RU r) = identity r
identity (RSV r) = identity r
identity (RSE r) = identity r

setIdentifier (RU r) id = RU ( setIdentifier r id)
setIdentifier (RSV r) id = RSV ( setIdentifier r id)
setIdentifier (RSE r) id = RSE ( setIdentifier r id)

A.3 Environment

data FQNResult = FQNInterface Interface | FQNCCCC | FQNView View | FQNRelation Relation
deriving (Show,Eq)

resolveInterface fqn = fqnToInterface ( resolve fqn)
resolveCC fqn = fqnToCC (resolve fqn)
resolveView id = fqnToView (resolve (idToFqn id))
resolveRelation id = fqnToRelation (resolve (idToFqn id))

fqnToInterface (FQNInterface i ) = i
fqnToView (FQNView v) = v
fqnToCC (FQNCC cc) = cc
fqnToRelation (FQNRelation r) = r

sameTypeResult : : FQNResult # FQNResult # Bool
sameTypeResult (FQNInterface ) (FQNInterface ) = True
sameTypeResult (FQNCC ) (FQNCC ) = True
sameTypeResult (FQNView ) (FQNView ) = True
sameTypeResult (FQNRelation ) (FQNRelation ) = True
sameTypeResult = False

sameType : : (?ad : : AD) & FQN # FQN # Bool
sameType f1 f2 =

sameTypeResult ( resolve f1) ( resolve f2)

resolveable : : (?ad : : AD) & FQN # Bool
resolveable fqn = isJust (cresolve ?ad fqn)

validTrace : : (?ad : : AD) & Trace # Bool
validTrace t =

let ( f1 , f2 ) = traceData t
in

all resolveable [ f1 , f2 ] '
validPair f1 f2

validTraces : : (?ad : : AD) & [Trace ] # Bool
validTraces = all validTrace

validPair f1 f2 = validPairResult ( resolve f1) ( resolve f2)

resolvedAllFqn ref = allFqn ref ( resolve ref )
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allFqn ref (FQNInterface i ) = fqn (fqnContext ref ) i
allFqn ref (FQNView v) = fqn (fqnContext ref ) v
allFqn ref (FQNCC cc) = fqn (fqnContext ref ) cc
allFqn ref (FQNRelation r) = fqn (fqnContext ref ) r

validPairResult (FQNInterface i1 ) (FQNInterface i2 ) = consistent [ i1 , i2 ] '
iDirection i1 == iDirection i2

validPairResult (FQNCC c1) (FQNCC c2) = (isComponent c1 == isComponent c2) ' consistent [ c1 , c2 ]
validPairResult f1 f2 = sameTypeResult f1 f2

resolve : : (?ad : : AD) & FQN # FQNResult
resolve fqn =

let result = cresolve ?ad fqn
def = error ("Fully qualified name could not be resolved: " ++show fqn)

in fromMaybe def result

class Container a where

cresolve : : (?ad : : AD) & a # FQN # Maybe FQNResult

instance Container AD where

cresolve cont (Fqn (x: xs)) =
let (AD views relations ) = cont
in
(do element ( find (hasViewName x) views

i f xs == [ ]
then return (FQNView element)
else cresolve element (Fqn xs))

‘mplus‘

(do element ( find (hasIdentity x) relations
return (FQNRelation element))

instance Container StructuralView where

cresolve (StructuralView str ) fqn = cresolve str fqn

instance Container View where

cresolve (VStructuralView str ) fqn = cresolve str fqn

cresolve (VCompositeView comp) fqn =
cresolve ( fst (compositionFunction comp)) fqn

instance Container Structure where

cresolve (Structure comp con link) (Fqn (x:xs)) =
do fqnR (find (hasIdentity x) (comp++con)

i f xs == [ ]
then return (FQNCC fqnR)
else cresolve fqnR (Fqn xs)

instance Container CC where

cresolve cc (Fqn [x]) =
let int = ccInterfaces cc
in (do result ( find (hasIdentity x) int

return (FQNInterface result ))
‘mplus‘
(do if containsSubStructure cc then
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cresolve (ssStructure (ccSubStructure cc)) (Fqn [x])
else Nothing)

cresolve cc fqn =
let sub = ccSubStructure cc
in

cresolve (ssStructure sub) fqn

instance Container a & Container [a ] where
cresolve (x: xs) fqn =

(do cresolve x fqn
‘mplus‘

cresolve xs fqn)

hasIdentity id obj = identity obj == id

hasViewName id obj = viewName obj == id

A.4 ArchitecturalElement type class

class ArchitecturalElement a where
consistent : : (?ad : : AD) & a # Bool
consistent = False

structuralEq : : a # a # Bool
structuralEq = True

translateRef : : [Trace ] # a # a
translateRef a = a

ids : : a # [ Identifier ]
ids = [ ]

fqn : : FQN # a # [FQN]
fqn = [ ]

refs : : a # [FQN]
refs a = [ ]

ims : : a # [ InterfaceMapping ]
ims = [ ]

links : : a # [Link]
links = [ ]

data Connection = LCon Link | ICon InterfaceMapping

fqn1 (LCon (Link f1 )) = f1
fqn1 (ICon (InterfaceMapping f1 )) = f1

fqn2 (LCon (Link f2 )) = f2
fqn2 (ICon (InterfaceMapping f2 )) = f2

instance (ArchitecturalElement a) & ArchitecturalElement [a ] where
consistent l = all consistent l

structuralEq [ ] [ ] = True
structuralEq l1 l2 =

length l1 == length l2 '
and [ structuralEq e1 e2 | (e1 , e2) (zip l1 l2 ]

structuralEq = False
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translateRef tin = map (translateRef tin)
fqn c = concatMap (fqn c)
ids = concatMap ids
refs = concatMap refs
ims = concatMap ims
links = concatMap links

instance ArchitecturalElement Identifier where
consistent name = name *= ""

fqn c i = [constructFqn c i ]

ids i = [ i ]

instance ArchitecturalElement FQN where
consistent (Fqn ids ) = all consistent ids

instance ArchitecturalElement Interface where
consistent i = consistent ( identity i )
ids i = [ identity i ]
fqn c i = fqn c ( identity i )

structuralEq (Interface d1) ( Interface d2) = (d1 == d2)

instance ArchitecturalElement InterfaceMapping where

consistent (InterfaceMapping ir1 ir2 ) =
let i1 = resolveInterface ir1

i2 = resolveInterface ir2
in

(consistent i1 ) '
(consistent i2 ) '
( iDirection i1 == iDirection i2 ) '
ir1 *= ir2

%% structuralEq (InterfaceMapping air1 air2) (InterfaceMapping bir1 bir2) =
%% (d1 == d2)

translateRef tin (InterfaceMapping ir1 ir2 ) =
(InterfaceMapping (lookupNew tin ir1 ) (lookupNew tin ir2 ))

refs (InterfaceMapping ir1 ir2 ) = [ ir1 , ir2 ]

instance ArchitecturalElement Link where
consistent (Link ir1 ir2 ) =

let i1 = resolveInterface ir1
i2 = resolveInterface ir2

in
%% consistent i1 '
%% consistent i2 '
compatibleLinkDirections i1 i2 '
ir1 *= ir2 '
fqnParentContext ir1 == fqnParentContext ir2

translateRef tin (Link ir1 ir2 ) = Link (lookupNew tin ir1 ) (lookupNew tin ir2 )

refs (Link ir1 ir2 ) = [ ir1 , ir2 ]

instance ArchitecturalElement CC where

consistent cc =
let (name, interfaces , substructure) = ccData cc
in
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consistent name '
consistent interfaces '
uniqueNames interfaces '
consistent substructure '
i f (noSubSpecified substructure) then True
else (correctInterfaceMappings interfaces substructure)

ids cc = (( identity cc ) : ids (ccInterfaces cc)) ++ ids (ccSubStructure cc)

translateRef tin cc =
let (name, interfaces , substructure) = ccData cc

subT = translateRef tin substructure
in

if isComponent cc
then CComponent (Component name interfaces subT)
else CConnector (Connector name interfaces subT)

fqn context cc =
let (name, interfaces , substructure) = ccData cc

[fqnName] = fqn context name
iNames = fqn fqnName interfaces
subNames = fqn fqnName substructure

in
[fqnName]++iNames++subNames

ims cc =
let (name, interfaces , substructure) = ccData cc
in

ims substructure

links cc =
let (name, interfaces , substructure) = ccData cc
in

links substructure

refs cc = refs (ccSubStructure cc)

structuralEq c1 c2 =
let

(name1, interfaces1 , substructure1) = ccData c1
(name2, interfaces2 , substructure2) = ccData c2

in
structuralEq interfaces1 interfaces2 '
structuralEq substructure1 substructure2

%% correctInterfaceMappings : : [ Interface ] # SubStructure # Bool
correctInterfaceMappings ints substr =

all (correctInterfacesInMapping ints ( allInterfaces (ssComponents substr) ++
allInterfaces (ssConnectors substr ))) (ssIms substr)

%% correctInterfacesInMapping : : [ Interface ] # [ Interface ] # InterfaceMapping # Bool
correctInterfacesInMapping outerInterfaces innerInterfaces (InterfaceMapping outerR innerR) =

let outer = resolveInterface outerR
inner = resolveInterface innerR

in
(elem outer outerInterfaces) ' (elem inner innerInterfaces)

instance ArchitecturalElement Structure where

consistent (Structure components connectors links ) =
let componentInterfaces = allInterfaces components

connectorInterfaces = allInterfaces connectors
in

(consistent components ' uniqueNames components) '
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(consistent connectors ' uniqueNames connectors) '
(consistent links ) '
(all (correctInterfaceInLinks (componentInterfaces ++

connectorInterfaces )) links ) '
(all (connectorBetweenComponents (connectorInterfaces) (componentInterfaces)) links )

structuralEq (Structure cps1 cos1 l1 ) (Structure cps2 cos2 l2 ) =
let idsold = ( ids cps1 ++ ids cos1)

idsnew = ( ids cps2 ++ ids cos2)
in

structuralEq cps1 cps2 '
structuralEq cos1 cos2 '
length l1 == length l2
%% and [ refStructEq linkI1 ( l1 ! ! index) ( l2 ! ! index) idsold idsnew '
%% refStructEq linkI2 ( l1 ! ! index) ( l2 ! ! index) idsold idsnew | index (

[1. .( length l1 ) ] ]

translateRef tin st = st {stLinks = translateRef tin (stLinks st)}

fqn context (Structure components connectors links ) = fqn context components ++
fqn context connectors ++ fqn context links

ids (Structure components connectors links ) = ids components ++ ids connectors ++ ids links
refs (Structure components connectors links ) = refs components ++ refs connectors ++

refs links

ims (Structure components connectors ) = ims components ++ ims connectors
links (Structure components connectors link) = links components ++ links connectors ++ link

%%correctInterfaceInLinks : : [ Interface ] # Link # Bool
correctInterfaceInLinks interfaces (Link ir1 ir2 ) =

let i1 = resolveInterface ir1
i2 = resolveInterface ir2

in
( i1 ‘elem‘ interfaces ) '
( i2 ‘elem‘ interfaces )

%%connectorBetweenComponents: : [ Interface ] # [ Interface ] # Link # Bool
connectorBetweenComponents connectorinterfaces componentinterfaces (Link ir1 ir2 ) =

let i1 = resolveInterface ir1
i2 = resolveInterface ir2

in
(( i1 ‘notElem‘ connectorinterfaces) ' ( i2 ‘notElem‘ connectorinterfaces )) +
(( i1 ‘elem‘ connectorinterfaces) ' ( i2 ‘elem‘ componentinterfaces)) +
(( i2 ‘elem‘ connectorinterfaces) ' ( i1 ‘elem‘ componentinterfaces))

instance ArchitecturalElement SubStructure where

consistent (SubStructure structure interfacemappings) =
(consistent structure) '
(consistent interfacemappings)

consistent NoSubSpecified = True

fqn context (SubStructure structure ) = fqn context structure
fqn NoSubSpecified = [ ]

translateRef tin (SubStructure structure interfacemappings) =
(SubStructure (translateRef tin structure) (translateRef tin interfacemappings))

translateRef NoSubSpecified = NoSubSpecified

structuralEq NoSubSpecified NoSubSpecified = True
structuralEq (SubStructure str1 ims1) (SubStructure str2 ims2) =

structuralEq str1 str2 '
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structuralEq ims1 ims2

ids (SubStructure structure ) = ids structure
ids NoSubSpecified = [ ]

refs (SubStructure structure interfacemappings) = refs structure ++ refs interfacemappings
refs NoSubSpecified = [ ]

ims (SubStructure structure interfacemappings) = ims structure ++ interfacemappings
ims NoSubSpecified = [ ]

links (SubStructure structure ) = links structure
links NoSubSpecified = [ ]

instance ArchitecturalElement StructuralView where

consistent (StructuralView name structure) =
(consistent name) '
(consistent structure)

translateRef tin sv = sv {svStructure = translateRef tin (svStructure sv)}

fqn (StructuralView name structure) =
let fqnName = (Fqn [name])
in fqnName:( fqn fqnName structure)

structuralEq (StructuralView str1) (StructuralView str2) =
structuralEq str1 str2

ids (StructuralView name structure) = name:( ids structure)
refs (StructuralView structure) = refs structure

ims (StructuralView structure) = ims structure
links (StructuralView structure) = links structure

instance ArchitecturalElement Unification where

consistent (Unification name cr1 cr2 resultName interfaceunifs ) =
let

c1 = resolveCC cr1
c2 = resolveCC cr2
nonunified = nonUnifiedInterfacesFrom [ cr1 , cr2 ] interfaceunifs

in
%% All internal elements are consistent
consistent name '
resultName *= "" '
consistent c1 '
consistent c2 '
(not (containsSubStructure c1) + not (containsSubStructure c2) +

(ccSubStructure c1==ccSubStructure c2)) '
consistent interfaceunifs '
%% A unification is only possible between either two components
%% or two connectors .
((isComponent c1 ' isComponent c2) +

(isConnector c1 ' isConnector c2)) '
%% The elements are not the same and do not share the same context
cr1 *= cr2 '
fqnContext cr1 *= fqnContext cr2 '
%% Each of the interfaceunifications refers to a valid interface
all (correctInterfaceUnifications (ccInterfaces c1) (ccInterfaces c2)) interfaceunifs '
%% There are no two interfaceUnifications that have the same NewName
unique (map iuNewName interfaceunifs ) '
%% There are no two reference to the same interface
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unique (map refs interfaceunifs ) '
%% If a new name for a unified interface is already present in
%% the interfaces that er not being unified , there is a problem
(intersect (map iuNewName interfaceunifs ) (map fqnName nonunified)) == [ ]

structuralEq (Unification acr1 acr2 ainterfaceunifs )
(Unification bcr1 bcr2 binterfaceunifs ) =

%%structuralEq acr1 bcr1 ' structuralEq acr2 bcr2 '
structuralEq ainterfaceunifs binterfaceunifs

translateRef = error "not implemented"

ids rel = [ identity rel ]

fqn context rel = fqn context ( identity rel )

refs (Unification c1 c2 resultName interfaceunifs ) = [c1 , c2 ]++( refs interfaceunifs )

%% correctInterfaceUnifications : : [ Interface ] # [ Interface ] # InterfaceUnification # Bool
correctInterfaceUnifications cc1 cc2 ( InterfaceUnification ir1 ir2 ) =

let i1 = resolveInterface ir1
i2 = resolveInterface ir2

in
( i1 ‘elem‘ cc1 ' i2 ‘elem‘ cc2) + ( i1 ‘elem‘ cc2 ' i2 ‘elem‘ cc1)

raiseAD : : (?ad : : AD) & a # a
raiseAD x = x

{% generic higher%order traversal function %}
mapFoldRelation : : (?ad : : AD) & ( foral l a . (?ad : : AD, ArchitecturalElement a) & a # (a #
Relation) # b) # Relation # b
mapFoldRelation f (RU r) = f r RU
mapFoldRelation f (RSV r) = f r RSV
mapFoldRelation f (RSE r) = f r RSE
mapFoldRelation f (RD r) = f r RD

{% specialized forms %}
cfoldRelation : : (?ad : : AD) & ( foral l a . (?ad : : AD, ArchitecturalElement a) & a # b) #
Relation # b
cfoldRelation f = mapFoldRelation (!x # f x)

foldRelation : : ( foral l a . (ArchitecturalElement a) & a # b) # Relation # b
foldRelation f = let ?ad = undefined

in cfoldRelation (raiseAD f )

mapRelation : : ( foral l a . (ArchitecturalElement a) & a # a) # Relation # Relation
mapRelation f = let ?ad = undefined

in mapFoldRelation (raiseAD $ !x cons # cons $f x)

instance ArchitecturalElement Relation where
consistent = cfoldRelation consistent
fqn context = foldRelation (fqn context)
ids = foldRelation ids
refs = foldRelation refs
translateRef traces = mapRelation (translateRef traces)

instance ArchitecturalElement InterfaceUnification where
consistent ( InterfaceUnification ir1 ir2 name) =

let i1 = resolveInterface ir1
i2 = resolveInterface ir2

in
name *= "" '
consistent i1 '
consistent i2 '
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iDirection i1 == iDirection i2 '
fqnContext ir1 *= fqnContext ir2 '
ir1 *= ir2

%% structuralEq (InterfaceUnification ai1 ai2 ) (InterfaceUnification bi1 bi2 ) =
%% structuralEq ai1 bi1 ' structuralEq ai2 bi2

translateRef = error "not implemented"

refs ( InterfaceUnification i1 i2 ) = [ i1 , i2 ]

instance ArchitecturalElement SubStructuralView where
consistent (SubStructuralView name ccref svref ims) =

let
cc = resolveCC ccref
sv = toStructuralView (resolveView svref )
innerInterfaces = allInterfaces (svCC sv)

in
consistent name '
consistent cc '
consistent sv '
cc ‘notElem‘ (svCC sv) '
consistent ims '
all (correctInterfacesInMapping (ccInterfaces cc) innerInterfaces ) ims '
ims *= [ ] '
not (containsSubStructure cc)

ids rel = [ identity rel ]
fqn context rel = fqn context ( identity rel )
refs (SubStructuralView cc sv ims) = [ cc ,idToFqn sv ]++( refs ims)
translateRef = error "not implemented"

structuralEq (SubStructuralView name1 ccref1 svref1 ims1)
(SubStructuralView name2 ccref2 svref2 ims2) =

%% structuralEq ccref1 ccref2 '
%% structuralEq svref1 svref2 '

structuralEq ims1 ims2

ims (SubStructuralView im) = im

instance ArchitecturalElement SubElements where
consistent (SubElements name ccref ccElementsRef ims) =

let
cc = resolveCC ccref
ccElements = map (resolveCC) ccElementsRef
innerInterfaces = allInterfaces ccElements

in
consistent name '
consistent cc '
consistent ccElements ' uniqueNames ccElements '
cc ‘notElem‘ ccElements '
consistent ims '
all (correctInterfacesInMapping (ccInterfaces cc) innerInterfaces ) ims '
ims *= [ ] '
not (containsSubStructure cc)

structuralEq (SubElements acc accElements aims) (SubElements bcc bccElements bims) =
%% structuralEq acc bcc '

structuralEq accElements bccElements '
structuralEq aims bims

ids rel = [ identity rel ]
fqn context rel = fqn context ( identity rel )
refs (SubElements cc ccElements ims) = cc :ccElements++ ( refs ims)
translateRef = error "not implemented"
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ims (SubElements im) = im

instance ArchitecturalElement DefaultSvRelations where
consistent = True

instance ArchitecturalElement Composition where
consistent (Composition name viewsRef relRef) =

let relevantViews = map toStructuralView (map resolveView viewsRef)
relevantRelations = map resolveRelation relRef

in
consistent name '
consistent relevantViews '
unique relevantViews '
unique (processedElements relevantRelations) '
all (consistentWithViews relevantViews) relevantRelations

structuralEq (Composition av ar) (Composition bv br) =
structuralEq av bv ' structuralEq ar br

ids (Composition name viewsRef relRef) = [name]

refs (Composition viewsRef relRef) = idsToFqn (viewsRef++relRef)

fqn context comp = fqn context ( identity comp)

translateRef traces (Composition name viewsRef relRef) =
Composition name (translateRef traces viewsRef) (translateRef traces relRef)

instance ArchitecturalElement View where
consistent (VStructuralView view) = consistent view
consistent (VCompositeView comp) = consistent comp

structuralEq (VStructuralView view1) (VStructuralView view2) =
structuralEq view1 view2

structuralEq (VCompositeView view1) (VCompositeView view2) =
structuralEq view1 view2

refs (VStructuralView view) = refs view
refs (VCompositeView comp) = refs comp

ids (VStructuralView view) = ids view
ids (VCompositeView comp) = ids comp

fqn context (VStructuralView view) = fqn context view
fqn context (VCompositeView comp) = fqn context comp

translateRef traces (VStructuralView view) =
VStructuralView (translateRef traces view)

translateRef traces (VCompositeView comp) =
VCompositeView (translateRef traces comp)

instance ArchitecturalElement AD where
consistent (AD views rel ) =

consistent views ' uniqueNames views '
consistent rel ' uniqueNames rel '
intersect (map identity views) (map identity rel ) == [ ]

structuralEq (AD v1 r1) (AD v2 r2) = structuralEq v1 v2 ' structuralEq r1 r2

refs (AD views rel ) = ( refs views) ++ ( refs rel )

ids (AD views rel ) = ( ids views) ++ ( ids rel )
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A.5 ComposableRelation type class

class (ArchitecturalElement r) & ComposableRelations r where
compose: : (?ad : : AD) & r # [View] # (StructuralView , [Trace ]) # (StructuralView , [Trace ])

processedElements : : (?ad : :AD) & r # [FQN]
processedElements = [ ]

consistentWithViews : : (?ad : : AD) & [ StructuralView ] # r # Bool

instance ComposableRelations Relation where
compose (RU r) = compose r
compose (RSV r) = compose r
compose (RSE r) = compose r
compose (RD r) = compose r
consistentWithViews views (RU r) = consistentWithViews views r
consistentWithViews views (RSV r) = consistentWithViews views r
consistentWithViews views (RSE r) = consistentWithViews views r
consistentWithViews views (RD r) = consistentWithViews views r
processedElements (RU r) = processedElements r
processedElements (RSV r) = processedElements r
processedElements (RSE r) = processedElements r
processedElements (RD r) = processedElements r

instance (ComposableRelations r , ArchitecturalElement [ r ] ) & ComposableRelations [ r ] where
compose l oldStr input =

foldl (!x y # compose y oldStr x) input l

processedElements l = concatMap processedElements l

consistentWithViews views l =
(noOverlap l ) '
all (consistentWithViews views) l

instance ComposableRelations Unification where
compose (Unification cr1 cr2 unifiedName iUnifs )

( strin , tin )
= let %% resolve the references

c1 = resolveCC cr1
c2 = resolveCC cr2

%% Get the internals of the input elements
(name1, interfaces1 , subStructure1) = ccData c1
(name2, interfaces2 , subStructure2) = ccData c2

%% Construct the ful ly qualified name for the newly unified element
fqnName = (constructBFqn strin unifiedName)

%% Construct the unified interfaces and their traces
(unified , tunified) = unifiedInterfaces fqnName iUnifs

tIntermediate = tin ++ [Trace fqnName cr1 , Trace fqnName cr2 ] ++
tunified

%% Construct the non%unified interfaces and their traces
notToUnify = nonUnifiedInterfacesFrom [ cr1 , cr2 ] iUnifs
(nonUnified , traces) =

processRename fqnName tIntermediate resolveInterface notToUnify

newInterfaces = unified ++ nonUnified

%% identify the substructure for the component
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(sub,subContext) = i f noSubSpecified subStructure1 then (subStructure2 , cr2)
else if noSubSpecified subStructure2 then (subStructure1 , cr1)

else if subStructure1 == subStructure2 then (subStructure1 , cr1)
else (NoSubSpecified ,emptyFqn)

tsub = (process subContext fqnName sub)
tout = traces ++ tsub

substructure = translateRef tout sub

%% Assemble the element (either component or connector)
elementToAdd = i f isComponent c1

then CComponent (Component unifiedName newInterfaces substructure)
else CConnector (Connector unifiedName newInterfaces substructure)

in
(svAddCC strin elementToAdd, tout)

processedElements (Unification cr1 cr2 ) =
let c1 = resolveCC cr1

c2 = resolveCC cr2
in

fqn (fqnContext cr1) c1 ++ fqn (fqnContext cr2) c2

consistentWithViews views unif =
let (Unification cr1 cr2 ccName ) = unif

c1 = resolveCC cr1
c2 = resolveCC cr2
elements = (concatMap svCC views)
idNames = [ identity element | element ( elements , identity element *=

fqnName cr1 , identity element *= fqnName cr2 ]
in

(consistent views) '
(consistent unif ) '
c1 ‘elem‘ elements '
c2 ‘elem‘ elements '
ccName ‘notElem‘ idNames

instance ComposableRelations SubStructuralView where
compose (SubStructuralView ccElemRef strViewRef ims) ( strin , tin ) =

let %% resolve the references
ccElem = resolveCC ccElemRef
strView = toStructuralView (resolveView strViewRef)

%% Get the internals of the input elements
(ccName, ccInts , ) = ccData ccElem
StructuralView str = strView

%% Contruct new name for the element
fqnName = (constructBFqn strin ccName)

%% Generate the traces
iTraces = process ccElemRef fqnName ccInts
strTraces = process ccElemRef fqnName str
tout = tin ++ [Trace fqnName ccElemRef] ++ iTraces ++ strTraces

%% Update the references in the InterfaceMapping using the traces
newIms = translateRef tout ims
newStr = translateRef tout str

%% put these internals into a subStructure
elementToAdd = i f isComponent ccElem

then CComponent (Component ccName ccInts (SubStructure newStr newIms))
else CConnector (Connector ccName ccInts (SubStructure newStr newIms))

in
(svAddCC strin elementToAdd, tout)
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processedElements (SubStructuralView ccElemRef strViewRef ) =
let str = resolveView strViewRef

cc = resolveCC ccElemRef
in

(fqn (fqnContext ccElemRef) cc) ++ (fqn (Fqn ["" ] ) str )

consistentWithViews views ssv =
let (SubStructuralView name ccElemRef strViewRef interfaceMappings) = ssv

elements = fqn emptyFqn views
ccElem = resolveCC ccElemRef
strView = toStructuralView (resolveView strViewRef)

in
consistent views '
consistent ssv '
ccElemRef ‘elem‘ elements '
idToFqn (strViewRef) ‘elem‘ elements

instance ComposableRelations SubElements where
compose (SubElements ccElemRef subElemsRef imss) views ( strin , tin ) =

let %% resolve the references
ccElem = resolveCC ccElemRef
subElems = map resolveCC subElemsRef

%% get the internals of the cc element
(ccName, ccInt , ) = ccData ccElem

%% Contruct new name for the component
fqnName = (constructBFqn strin ccName)

%% add traces for the interfaces
iTraces = process ccElemRef fqnName ccInt
%% add traces for the elements in newStr
tcc = concat [ process (fqnContext fqnc) fqnName cComp| (fqnc ,cComp)((zip subElemsRef subElems) ]
tout = tin ++ [Trace fqnName ccElemRef] ++ iTraces ++ tcc

newSubElems = translateRef tout subElems

links = linker fqnName (ims newSubElems) (allLinks views) tout

newStr = Structure (ccComponents newSubElems) (ccConnectors newSubElems) links

%% Construct interfaceMappings with new ID
newIms = translateRef tout imss

%% put these internals into a subStructure
elementToAdd = i f isComponent ccElem then CComponent (Component ccName ccInt (SubStructure newStr newIms))

else CConnector (Connector ccName ccInt (SubStructure newStr newIms))
in

(svAddCC strin elementToAdd, tout)

processedElements (SubElements ccElemRef subElemsRef ) =
let cc = resolveCC ccElemRef

elems = map resolveCC subElemsRef
in

fqn (fqnContext ccElemRef) cc ++
concat [ fqn (fqnContext ref ) e | ( ref , e) ( zip subElemsRef elems]

consistentWithViews views subElem =
let (SubElements name ccElemRef subElemsRef interfaceMappings) = subElem

elements = fqn emptyFqn views
ccElem = resolveCC ccElemRef
subElems = map resolveCC subElemsRef

in
consistent views '
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consistent subElem '
ccElemRef ‘elem‘ elements '
all (!x # x ‘elem‘ elements) subElemsRef

instance ComposableRelations DefaultSvRelations where
compose DefaultSvRelations oldViews ( strin , tin ) =

let
fqnStructure = Fqn [( identity strin ) ]

fqns = filterByTraces (fqnAllCC oldViews) tin
(ccs , tout) = processRename fqnStructure tin resolveCC fqns
newCcs = translateRef tout ccs
str = svAddCCs strin newCcs
links = linker fqnStructure (ims str ) (allLinks oldViews) tout
strout = svAddLinks str links

in
(strout , tout)

linker : : FQN # [ InterfaceMapping ] # [Link] # [Trace ] # [Link]
linker context imss oldLinks traces =

let transLink =
[ translateRef traces l | l ( oldLinks ,

(containsOld traces ( linkI1 l )) ,
(containsOld traces ( linkI2 l )) ]

in
nub (catMaybes [ contextFilterLinks context imss l | l ( transLink ])

contextFilterLinks context imss (Link r1 r2) =
let rn1 = (find (!x # fqnParentContext x == context) (imsMap imss r1))

rn2 = (find (!x # fqnParentContext x == context) (imsMap imss r2))
in

if isNothing rn1 + isNothing rn2 then Nothing
else return (Link (fromJust rn1) (fromJust rn2))

imsMap ims fqn =
fqn : [ outer | InterfaceMapping outer inner ( ims, inner == fqn ]

%% compositionFunction : : Composition # (StructuralView , [Trace])
compositionFunction (Composition resultingName viewref re lref )=

let
views = (map resolveView viewref)
rels = ((map resolveRelation relref )++[RD DefaultSvRelations ])
initSv = (StructuralView resultingName emptyStr)
initTraces = [Trace (Fqn [ resultingName]) (Fqn [oldName]) | oldName (

map identity views ]
in

compose rels views ( initSv , initTraces)

noOverlap rels =
let allRef = [nub (concatMap resolvedAllFqn ( refs rel )) | rel ( rels ]
in

unique allRef

nonUnifiedInterfacesFrom fqnCC iUnifs =
[ fqn | fqn ( (concatMap fqnCCInterfaces fqnCC) , fqn ‘notElem‘ ( refs iUnifs ) ]

filterByTraces fqnCCs tin = [ cc | cc ( fqnCCs, not (contains tin cc ) ]

mapsByTrace : : [FQN] # [FQN] # [Trace ] # Bool
mapsByTrace [ ] [ ] = True
mapsByTrace lold lnew traces = (length lnew == length lold ) '
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and [Trace e1 e2 ‘elem‘ traces | (e1 , e2) ( zip lnew lold ]

mapsByTraceExclusive : : [FQN] # [FQN] # [Trace ] # Bool
mapsByTraceExclusive lold lnew traces =

mapsByTrace lold lnew traces '
and [ old ‘elem‘ lold ' new ‘elem‘ lnew | Trace old new (traces ]

mappen lold lnew traces =
sameList lold (map oldId traces) '
sameList lnew (map newId traces)

unifiedInterfaces context iUnifs =
let ( ints , traces) = unzip [ constructUI context iunif | iunif ( iUnifs ]
in

( ints , concat traces)

constructUI context ( InterfaceUnification ir1 ir2 name) =
let Interface direction = resolveInterface ir1

fqn = (constructFqn context name)
in

( Interface name direction , [Trace fqn ir1 , Trace fqn ir2 ])

process : : ArchitecturalElement a & FQN # FQN # a # [Trace ]
process oldContext newContext e = processNewName oldContext newContext e e

processNewName : : (ArchitecturalElement a) & FQN # FQN # a # a # [Trace ]
processNewName oldContext newContext eold enew =

let oldNames = fqn oldContext eold
newNames = fqn newContext enew

in
[Trace a b | (a ,b) (zip newNames oldNames]

{%
connected : : FQN # FQN # Bool
connected fqn1 fqn2 =

i f fqnContext fqn1 == fqnContext fqn2 then

i f fqnParentContext fqn1 == fqnContext fqn2 then
%}

processRename tin [ ] = ( [ ] , tin )
processRename context tin func (fqn :xs) =

let oldElem = func fqn
newElemS1 = setIdentifier oldElem (makeUnique context (fqnName fqn) 0 tin)
nTraces = processNewName (fqnContext fqn) context oldElem newElemS1
newElem = translateRef ( tin++nTraces) newElemS1
(elems, alltraces ) = processRename context ( tin++nTraces) func xs

in
(newElem:elems, alltraces )

makeUnique context id counter traces =
let newId = i f counter == 0

then id
else id ++show counter

newName = constructFqn context newId
in

if containsNew traces newName
then makeUnique context id (counter+1) traces
else newId

A.6 Helper functions
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%%ppComposition : : (?ad : : AD ) & [Trace] # [StructuralView] # StructuralView # Bool
ppComposition traces newStr oldStrs =

(validTraces traces) '
(all (!oldStr # (ppStructure traces (svFqn newStr) (svStructure newStr) (svFqn oldStr) (svStructure oldStr ))) oldStrs) '
containsNewS traces (fqn emptyFqn newStr)

%%ppStructure : : (?ad : :AD) & [Trace] # FQN # Structure # FQN # Structure # Bool
ppStructure traces newContext newStr oldContext oldStr =

let ccsOld = map (constructFqn oldContext) (stCC oldStr)
ccsNew = map (constructFqn newContext) (stCC newStr)
fqnCssNew = fqn newContext newStr

in
containsOldS traces ccsOld '
let transNew = (map (lookupNew traces) ccsOld)
in

(unique transNew) '
( isSubList transNew fqnCssNew) '
(and [ppCC traces cr1 cr2 | (cr1 , cr2) ( zip ccsOld transNew]) '
(and [ linked (lookupNew traces l1 ) (lookupNew traces l2 ) ( links newStr) (ims newStr) | (Link l1 l2 ) (

stLinks oldStr ] )

%%ppSubStructure : : [Trace] # FQN # SubStructure # FQN # SubStructure # Bool
ppSubStructure NoSubSpecified = True
ppSubStructure NoSubSpecified = False
ppSubStructure traces oldContext (SubStructure oldStr oldIms) newContext (SubStructure newStr newIms) =

let transIms = translateRef traces oldIms
in

ppStructure traces newContext newStr oldContext oldStr '
(sameList transIms newIms) '
(and [ ( fqnContext outer == newContext ' fqnParentContext inner ==

newContext) | (InterfaceMapping outer inner) ( newIms])

%%ppCC : : [Trace] # FQN # FQN # Bool
ppCC traces crOld crNew =

let cOld = resolveCC crOld
cNew = resolveCC crNew
cOldFqn = fqn crOld (ccInterfaces cOld)
cNewFqn = fqn crNew (ccInterfaces cNew)

in
containsOldS traces cOldFqn '
let transNew = map (lookupNew traces) cOldFqn
in %% Interface similarity

(unique transNew) '
( isSubList transNew cNewFqn) '
(ppSubStructure traces crOld (ccSubStructure cOld) crNew (ccSubStructure cNew))

linked : : (?ad : : AD) & FQN # FQN # [Link] # [ InterfaceMapping ] # Bool
linked fqn1 fqn2 links ims =

let ( f1 , f2 ) = i f fqnParentContext fqn1 == fqnParentContext fqn2 then (fqn1 , fqn2)
else (recursiveIms fqn1 ims, recursiveIms fqn2 ims)

in
traceShow ("Linked "++show (Link f1 f2) ++ "---["++show ims++"]---") (Link f1 f2) ‘elem‘ links +

(Link f2 f1) ‘elem‘ links

recursiveIms : : FQN # [ InterfaceMapping ] # FQN
recursiveIms startfqn ims =

let result = (find (!(InterfaceMapping fqn1 fqn2) # fqn1 == startfqn + fqn2 ==
startfqn) ims)

in
if isNothing result then startfqn
else let im = fromJust result

(InterfaceMapping fqn1 fqn2) = im
nextFqn = i f fqn1 == startfqn then fqn2

else fqn1
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in
if fqnLength nextFqn > fqnLength startfqn then recursiveIms startfqn (ims\\[im])
else recursiveIms nextFqn (ims\\[im])

{%findPathBetween : : [FQN] # FQN # [ InterfaceMapping] # Bool
findPathBetween [ ] = False
findPathBetween [ ] = False
findPathBetween fqns endpoint ims =

l e t (im1, inter) = partition (!(InterfaceMapping fqn1 fqn2) # fqn1 ‘elem‘ fqns) ims
(im2, rest) = partition (!(InterfaceMapping fqn1 fqn2) # fqn2 ‘elem‘ fqns) inter
endpoints = (map imI2 im1)++(map imI1 im2)

in
i f endpoint ‘elem‘ endpoints then

True
else

findPathBetween endpoints endpoint rest %}

dList l = concat [ [ e , e ] | e( l ]

uniqueNames : : Identifiable a & [a ] # Bool
uniqueNames l i s t =

let identities = map identity l i s t
in unique identities

unique : : (Eq a) & [a ] # Bool
unique l = ( l == nub l ) %% nub removes dubbles in a l i s t

isSubList : : Eq a & [a ] # [a ] # Bool
isSubList lsub lsuper = all (!x # x ‘elem‘ lsuper) lsub

sameList : : (Eq a) & [a ] # [a ] # Bool
sameList l1 l2 = ((nub l1 ) \\ (nub l2 )) == [ ]

traceShow : : Show a & String # a # a
traceShow msg element = traceShow2 msg element ""

traceShow2 : : Show a & String # a # String # a
traceShow2 msgHead element msgTail = trace (msgHead++ (show element) ++ msgTail++"!n") element

%%toStructuralView : : View # StructuralView
toStructuralView (VStructuralView view) = view
toStructuralView (VCompositeView comp) = fst (compositionFunction comp)

%%toStructuralViews : : [View] # [StructuralView]
toStructuralViews l = map toStructuralView l

allLinks views = concat [ svLinks (toStructuralView v) | v(views ]

fqnCCInterfaces cc = fqn cc (ccInterfaces (resolveCC cc))

fqnAllCC views = concat [fqnCC ( identity view) (svCC (toStructuralView view)) |view ( views ]

fqnCC context ccs = [constructBFqn context ( identity cc) | cc ( ccs ]

ccElements view = svCC (toStructuralView view)

refParentContext : : ArchitecturalElement a & FQN # a # Bool
refParentContext context element =

all (!x # fqnParentContext x == context) ( refs element)

oldRefInTrace : : ArchitecturalElement [a ] & [a ] # [Trace ] # Bool
oldRefInTrace e tr = all (!x # containsOld tr x + elem (fqnName x) ( ids e)) ( refs e)

newRefInTrace : : ArchitecturalElement [a ] & [a ] # [Trace ] # Bool
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newRefInTrace e tr = isSubList ( refs e) (newIds tr )

%%fqnOnFqn : : FQN # [FQN]
fqnOnFqn f i = fqn (fqnContext i ) ( f i )
fqnOnFqns f l = map (fqnOnFqn f ) l

module Traces where
import Datamodel
%% import Data.Maybe
import Maybe

{%
Invariant :
% each of the fqns in trace is resolveable
% traces are only created between
Interface Interface
CC CC
View View

%}
data Trace = Trace {

newId : : FQN,
oldId : : FQN
}
deriving (Eq, Show)

constructTrace fqn1 fqn2 = Trace fqn1 fqn2

traceData (Trace fqn1 fqn2) = (fqn1 , fqn2)

lookupOld : : [Trace ]# FQN # [FQN]
lookupOld traces searchNewId = [ oldId t | t(traces ,newId t==searchNewId]

lookupNew : : [Trace ] #FQN # FQN
lookupNew traces searchOldId = fromJust $ lookupNew’ traces searchOldId

lookupNew’ : : [Trace ] # FQN # MaybeFQN
lookupNew’ traces searchOldId =

let l i s t = [newId t | t (traces , oldId t == searchOldId ]
in listToMaybe l i s t

contains , containsNew, containsOld : : [Trace ] # FQN # Bool
contains traces searchId = elem searchId $ newIds traces ++ oldIds traces
containsNew traces searchId = elem searchId $ newIds traces
containsOld traces searchId = elem searchId $ oldIds traces

containsNewS traces searchIds =
all (containsNew traces) searchIds

containsOldS traces searchIds =
all (containsOld traces) searchIds

newIds, oldIds : : [Trace ] # [FQN]
newIds traces = [newId t | t ( traces ]
oldIds traces = [ oldId t | t ( traces ]
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